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KENNA, CHAVES COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, AUGUST 9,

Humphrey
Found
His Heart
,

By Virginia Blair

(Copyright,

by Associated Literary
Press.)
Humphrey Dodd was a plain man.
He bad been the eldest son and bad
assumed heavy responsibilities when
his father died. Now that the younger children were wage earners, and
his mother had married again, Humphrey was free for the first time In
bis life.
His
He Intended to get married!
choice lay between two village beauties. As yet be had not paid marked
attention to either of them, but as
be rammed his bat down on bis bead
one gusty September night and started for a walk, he knew that be must
make bis decision.
He did not ask himself whether be
loved Rose or Mary. They were good
girls, and would make good wives. His
mother bad married his father In ber
young years of romance, and the marriage bad turned out badly. She bad
impressed It on Humphrey that love
was an unstable thing, and that be
would be happier without It
Yet something stirred In Humphrey
as be left the village street and came
out upon a long stretch of road, which
howed white for a little way and
was then bidden by the blackness of
the grove beyond. Overhead the moon
raced through the ragged clouds.
Humphrey brought bis mind back
sternly to the subject in band. Which
should it be. Rose or Mary? The fair
.one or the dark, the short one or the
tall?
The wind blew strongly, and as
Humphrey entered the shadows of the
wood a thousand voices seemed to
mock him, but above all the tumult
came a human note, a little cry. "Oh,
please help I"
Humphrey stopped. "Who Is It?"
be asked sharply.
A white shape seemed to detach
Itself from the sable background. "I
I have lost my' way " quivered a
woman's V ";e, "and and I am
afraid."
Humphrey, 'struck a match. A face
appeared within the circle of light
i child's face, except for the maturity
of the troubled brow.
Humphrey struck another match.
"Tou are wet," he said, abruptly.
"Were you in the storm this after1912.

f

began to think where be should take
ber. There was no hotel and the
squalid boarding house where the
grape-hand- s
boarded was no place for
this little slender thing.. His own
borne was presided over by his married sister, a grim young woman who
would look askance at the city stray.
As they reached the crossroads,
he
turned his horse's head away from
bis own house. "I am going to take
you," he said, "to my great aunt's.
She's seventy and she lives by herself, and she's as good as gold."
"But can't I go on to tbe farm
where they want helpT" she ques
tioned.
"You can rest at my aunt's tonight." he said, evasively.
When a few minutes later be had
made his explanations to Aunt Bet
sey, and had ushered his little stray
Into her presence, he was silent for a
moment before the revelation of the
girl's beauty.
By the light of the match he had
seen only her face. But now all the
grace and charm of her delicate
frame were revealed.
"I've got some cold baked beans,"
said Aunt Betsey, bustling, "and I'll
warm them up, and you shall have a
cup of tea."
Humphrey blushed as she spoke of
baked beans. He could not have defined his feelings, but this divinity
was worthy of ambrosia.
But as she ate the good food set
down before her, daintily but with
appetite, she teemed somehow to
glorify the act
Humphrey said "Good night" presently and went home. All along the
way that tender face appealed to him,
and the trembling lips said, "I am
afraid."
Tbe next morning he went at once,-tAunt Betsey's. Tbe girl was
asleep.
"I'm going to take a tray up to her,"
said Aunt Betsey. "She's worn out."
Humphrey's stiff Hps framed a question. "What do you think of hert"
"She's a dear little thing. Her name
la Daphne. Her father was an artist
and died a year ago. Her mother died
wben Daphne was two- - years- - old.
Since the father's death. Daphne has
been trying to work In a department
store. But tbe confinement brought
on an Illness, and now she has struggled out toward the country to see
what the air will do for berl And she
ain't fit to work," finished Aunt Betsey, "no mor'n a kitten."
"Can't you keep her here?" Humphrey asked eagerly, "to help youT"
"Gracious I don't need any help,"
said Aunt Betsey. "I ain't as feeble
as that But I'd like to have her make
me a visit"
Humphrey felt that Aunt Betsey was
an angel. "If you .will," he promised,
"I'll see that you. have plenty of things
from my farm to make It up to you."
That afternoon he came again.
Daphne was on tbe porch. Humphrey
held her hand for a long time, but her
eyes met his without

ness. "I'm rested now," she said,
"and I want you to take me over to
the grape farm."
Humphrey looked at Aunt Betsey.
Aunt Betsey shook her head.
"She wants to go to work. She
says she can't visit she feels It
wouldn't be right"
"Yoit aren't strong enough to work
over there," Humphrey said; "you'd
break down."
Her lips quivered. "But oh, I
can't live on charity," she sobbed.
"You seef said Aunt Betsey.
Humphrey felt raging within him a
strange sense
determination.
of
Never In his life had he done anything Impulsively. He had weighed
the charms of Rose and Mary for
months, yet her . he was ready te
reveal the secrets of his heart to a
girl he had known less than twenty-fou- r
hours.
"I want you to stay," he said tensely, "when I saw you in the woods last
night It seemed as If I had been
sent to take care of you and you
must let Aunt Betsey do It for my
sake."
In her eyes dawned a wonder. "You
want to take care of met"
"I want to marry you," said Humphrey, bluntly; "you're the only woman I have ever really wanted to marry. But it's too soon to tell you this
because you haven't had time to
learn to care and maybe you couldnt.
anyhowI'm so sort of rough and'
different I wish you'd try. And maybe If you don't learn to care, you'll be
stronger by the time you've found out,
and then Aunt Betsey and I will get
you some work somewhere hut I hope
you won't ever have to work I hope
you'll let me do It" It was a long
speech, uttered with many breaks.
Daphne stood very still. "Oh," she
whispered, "how good you are
would It make you very happy if I
should T"
To Humphrey it seemed that her
words brought a vision of a new
heaven and a new earth. "I cant
tell you," he said, brokenly, "bow happy I should be."
She laid both of her little- - hands la
his. "Ill stay," she said, simply, "with
Aunt Betsey and she must let me
help ber and and do you know
what my heart said to me last night
when the match first showed me your
face? It said, here is a man that a
woman might trust that a woman
might trust forever."
Salmon Eat Herring.
Thousands of salmon have been
caught In streams and examined and
their stomachs and lnsldes were empty. But it la not uncommon to catch
them in the sea and find in them half
After the salmon
a dozen herring.
has been In a river for a time, the lining of the stomach becomes all drawn
up and wrinkled. Just why the salmon avoids feeding In fresh water no
one knows.
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"Yes." The match bad gone out
and they were again In darkness.
"Yes." I walked from the car. I am
from, the city. 1 beard they needed
girls up here to pick grapes and ao I
came."
He could read extreme fatigue In
tbe dragging voice.
"Come," be said, suddenly, "you
must go to tbe village. You need
something to eat a hot drink."
"I can't walk another ntep." Bhe
was crying softly. "I've hurt my

foot"

"Are you afraid to stay bereT"
Humphrey asked. "I'll go back and
get my horse."
"I hate to hear tbe owls," she
cobbed, "when they boot and the
frogs."
In the darkness Humphrey smiled.
What a child she was with a woman's eyes. "They can't hurt you," be
said, good naturedly. "I'll be back
In a minute."
Wben be returned to the girl be
found ber curled up against a fallen
log. "I've brought a robe," be said.
"Wrap yourself in It"
Wben she was safe in the seat he
Sensitiveness of Blow-FlIt is well known, says Knowledge,
(Calllphora vomlt-orlthat the blow-flhas an extrordtnarlly keen sensitiveness to the odor of flesh, detecting It from a distance. Xaxler Raspall
has made some observations on tbe
rapidity with which the flies find a
bird has Just died "and he maintains
that they do not alight a second before that An apoplectic pigeon that
looked dead, but. was not, was left
A moribund magpie, lylnj
beside two others which bad Just been
y

a)

Is

Woman the Weaker Sex

Demonstrations Have Given Abundant
Proof That Her Tenaolty of Life la
Greater Than Man's.

The mystery of this tenacity of life

In woman still remains a

secret

At birth boys are slightly larger,
both In height and weight; and conFrom the earliest recorded time, tinue In the lead until twelve; then
says the Washington Herald, women the girls pass them, both In height
have been spoken of as the weaker and weight for about two years, when
sex. As frail, delicate creatures. Emi- the boys again take the lead and comnent writers have asserted that aside plete their growth at about twenty-thre- e
or twenty-four- ,
from their natural constitutional frailwhile girls comty women were Invalids one-fflt-h
of the plete their growth at nineteen or twentime. Yet the dawn of the twentieth ty. With this brief exception, males
century finds us with abundant proof excel In height and weight throughout
of woman's physical superiority over life.
roan when tested by length of years,
Feminine Alternative.
tbe power to endure suffering and reTopT"
sist disease.
"Well, eonr
In 1890 the United States census
"Are cities feminine V
showed that there were at that time
"They are generally referred to as
8,981 centenarians In the country, of
whom 1,583 were women. Out of 89 being of the feminine gender. Why do
centenarians who died In England du- you ask?"
ring the year 1883, 79 were women
"I was Just thinking that there are
and ten were men, while out of tl cen- still hopes for Skowhegan. Painted
tenarians who died In Scotland In Post, Skaneateles and a few others to
1895, 16 were women and five were change their names If they don't like
them."
men.
killed, was left unvlslted, though the
files were on the dead birds Just beside it The instinct not to lay eggs
In anything not quite dead seems to
But Raspall
be strongly developed.
goes on to draw the hazardous conclusion that In the article of death an
animal gives off a volatile something
of Infinite subtlety, which serves as
a clue to the fly.

Natural Obstacles.
"I feel that I could overcome any obstacle for you," he declared.
"There Is only one obstacle that you
will have to overcome to get me," she
'
replied.
"What Is It? Tell me. and I will
overcome it"
..."I have made up my mind that I
will never marry anyone whose ears
stick out like the wings on a monoOnly the man who can excite tbe In- plane. Get yours to flatten themselves
terest and curiosity of his pupil can be against your head and the obstacle
called an expert teacher.
will be overcome."
-
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ALWAYS FAVORED DISH iSAVE W0RK 0N

SEW1NG

DAY

Here Is a Boiled Dinner Satisfying and
Appetizing and Easy to
CUSTARD8 FOR

HOW

DESSERT8

MAY BE VARIED.

saked

Individual Cups Is Probably
Most Popular Form Fresh

In

the

Orated Cocoanut Flavored
With Orange Tapioca.
Baked custards In individual cups
will always be a favorite dessert at
simple dinners. One egg yolk and
one tablespoonful of sugar to every
cupful of milk Is an excellent rule for
these custards. More yolks thau this

makes them "eggy" in flavor and the
whites are not needed. In fact, the
custard Is much better with the
whites, as they will, unless great care
Is taken, form in tough strings or rise
to the top in lumps while the custard
Is baking. Do not forget to add a tiny
pinch of salt
For simple custards a little nutmeg
Imparts as good a flavor as vanilla or
any of the ordinary extracts. Custards
flavored with grated orange rind are
delicious. Chocolate grated over tbe
top Just before the dessert Is put Into
the oven Is a pleasant addition to custards flavored with vanilla or almond.
The chocolate forms an appetizing
crust over the top, leaving the custard
beneath Its original color.
Custards made with fresh grated cocoanut are delicious," especially If
flavored with grated orange. Lemon
or vanilla may, however, be used.
Butter the cusjtard cups, sprinkle over
the buttered surface as much sugar
as the butter will hold. Then dredge
liberally with cocoanut and pour the
custard Into the cups. The measure
In th mnnanut custard may
be more liberal as the addition of co
coanut Increases the bulk.
For a tAnlrwfi custard not so many
co a vnllra arc, TiAodpd. two CUDfuls of
cooked tapioca taking the place of
two of the yolks. Let the tapioca coos
until it 1., transparent, and
in
use Just enough wster to prevent its
burning. All a little salt and let it get
cold before using.
Cup custards are made more festive
In appearance If each is decorated on
top with a spoonful of brightly colored
Jelly, a candled cherry or a preserved
strawberry and a rosette of whipped
cream. Or, If preferred, cover the top
of each with a meringue.
rioVort ciidtard has a peculiarly dell
cate flavor which boiled custard does
not possess.- - Spoonfuls of It often
make a more delicious accompaniment
to desserts than a boiled custard
sauce. It Is especially good with
nh of fresh berries
or other summer fruits. New York
Tribune.

Get Up.

The working housekeeper who, be
sides, makes ber own clothes, knowa
the misery of getting meals on sewing
days. If there is a large family the
dinner Is the most difficult to prepare,
as substantial dlBbes are expected and
sometimes a variety of them. ' Toe
way out of the difficulty Is to prepare
the klnfolk with the idea that there
will not be any grand cooking on sewing days and then serve a boiled dinner. A boiled meal is much more
easily managed than a roast, and nu
merous vegetables may be cooked in
the same pot. Hem Is one recipe for
a boiled dinner:
8auerkraut and Pigs' Feet Few
men and
families with healthy
boys will object to this delectable
German dish, which la as good
as cheap and does not require the
least looking after.
Get a pig's foot, front or back, for
every member of the family, clean
them all nicely and then put them on
In boiling water. Including, If the
taste Is liked, two large onions or
half a clove of garlic. Let them simmer for three hours, then dump In
tbe sauerkraut you have bought at
the delicatessen, giving It about an
hour to cook. When ready to serve
drain the kraut of water In a colander
and bank It in a long platter around
the pile of trotters. English mus
tard is an addition to this dish and
to the other boiled meats.
GETTING

UP THE CROQUETTE

8ome 8lmple Rules That Are Indis
pensable for Success in mis
Appetizing Dish.

Soak one cupful of stale white bread
a cupful of milk,
crumbs in one-hal- f
mix 'with one cupful of chopped nuta
(either mixed nuts or walnuts). Sea
son with salt and pepper, add the beat
en yolks of two eggs. Shape, egg and
crumb. Fry In deep fat
How to Shape Croquettes. If the
mixture is thick enough to be handled
It may be rolled into any desired
shape.
How to Egg and Crumb Croquettes.
Slightly beat an egg and add one
tablespoon of water. Dip the croquette
in this mixture and then roll It in
very fine cracker or stale bread
crumbs. The process may be repeated
twice,, which Insures the croquette
against soaking fat
Rules for Testing Fat for Frying
Drop into the hot fat a cube of bread
from the Inside of the loaf, and if In
40 seconds It is a golden brown, the
fat Is then of the right temperature
for frying any mixture which has been
previously cooked. For uncooked foods
use the same test, allowing one minenced Cooks 8ay.
Lemon Juice and powdered sugar ute for the bread to brown. Woman'a
are delicious with feathery wheat pan- World.
cakes. It is said that the kaiser is
Orange Cup.
especially attached to this dish.
This is one of the nice punch bowl
Wben baking potatoes, rub dry
This causes the outer drinks that is all right for the chilskin to peel off very thin, thus saving dren's lawn party. Peel half dozen
oranges, remove every particle of the
the most nourishing part.
String bean salad is good. Like all white pith, divide into sections, and
salad Ingredients, the beans should take out seeds and membrane. Put
be very cold. Marinate them, after six heaping tablespoonfuls of sugaroth-In
drying and chilling, with French dress- a saucepan with the Juice of two
ing and place on a bed of lettuce er oranges and some of the grated yelleaves. Egg quarters or slices gar low rind, and simmer until the sugar
Is dissolved, but not boiled. Arrange
nish.
the pieces of orange in punch bowl.
Combine the syrup and cold water to
Solced Peaches.
cv.,.. imiinili nf nnaches. one cUDful make a pleasant sherbet, flavor with
orange water, and pour over the orof vinegar, one tablespoonful of cinna anges In
the bowL
oi cioves,
mon, one tablespoonrui
th,u nniindn nf brown suirar. one tea-of
Simple Fruit Pudding.
spoonful of ginger, one teaspoonful
Stew currants or any small frulta.
red pepper. Boll the sugar ana me
with sugar to taste and
inanr Rrald the peaches, remove fresh or dried,
over thin slices of bakera
the skins and cook in the syrup. Tie pour hot
spices In a bag ana cook wun we bread with crust cut off, making alter
noaohoa
When the Deaches are ten nate layers of fruit and bread, and
Into stone Jars, reheat the leaving a thick layer of fruit for the
pour
der,
syrup every day for a week, pouring top. Cover over the top with a plate,
when boiling over the peacnes. ah and bake In a moderate oven; when
Serve with sifted
kinds of small fruits may be spiced cool set on Ice.
sugar or with cream and sugar.
In this manner.

wtr

Mahogany Cake.
eggs, well
tnsrether three
huian- - half cud of butter. y CUDS of
sugar, half cup of sweet milk In which
have been dissolved one teaspooniui
mnAa
mill two cuds of flour: cook
half cup of chocolate In half cup of
milk and add last, navoring win vanilla. Bake In layers and put together
with caramel filling.
Caramel Filling Stir together one
o,m nf sugar and half a cud of milk.
place on the stove and boll until stilt
enough to spread, ana savor with va
nllla.
Mir

Compote of Rhubarb.
Make a syrup of six heaping
of sugar In about half a cupful of water which haa been flavored
by simmering In It for 20 minutes the
thinly pared rind of an orange or
lemon. Prepare and cut the rhubarb
lengths, put a layer of
Into two-Incthese Into tbe syrup and cook gently
(In a double pan Is the best way) un
til quite clear, but still unbroken;
then remove carefully and stew another layer. When cold serve with ou
tard or cream.
table-spoonful- s
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is no reason wby the back elevation
of a country or suburban dwelling

should not be Just as attractive as
The style ot
the front elevation.
building which gave rise to the Jibe
about "Queen Ann fronts and Mary
Ann backs", is absolutely without
cuse in the country.
- M
Tht typical country house tends to
breadth rather than height The broad
and low house seems to fit down more
comfortably on its site and helps that
sense of restfulness which Is so much
IIY
a
to be desired. The accompanying design illustrates such a residence at Its
best It is broad, comfortable and Inviting In appearance outwardly, and
the Interior arrangement Is Just what
we would expect from the hospitable
exterior. From the broad porch, ex
of the neighboring bouses. It may In tending clear across the front of the
Itself be an excellent piece of work,
but the surroundings are not favorable to It
In the country conditions favor the
architect, not by making his task an
easy one, but by Investing It with Interest On a narrow rectangular plot
wedged In between existing bouses
and gardens on three sides and a roadway on the fourth an architect may Indeed exhibit skill In minimizing the
Inherent defect of the site, but It Is
not surprising that he should feel little enthusiasm for such a task. As a
matter of fact, he Is seldom called
upon to undertake It; still, the owners
and builders commonly consider that
there 1c little call for the special .kill
of the architect In dealing with these
commonplace city conditions.
In the country, on the other band,
Second Floor Plan
the problems of building even small
houses are so varied, so complex and
so Interesting that architectural skill
Is essential If the buildings are to be
anything like a success. To put up
houses In a beautiful country dlstriot
from plans prepared by an architect
who has not made a special study of
the plannibg and design of medium-size- house, one enters u large central re
country houses would be some- - ception ball. The entire space to the
left is given over to a living room. 13
by 23 feet in slxe, with an open fire
place and built-ibook shelves at the
far end. The homelike comfort and
cheer of a room of this kind, with
the entire family drawn about a crackling fire on the hearth of a winter's
- 'V
night, cannot be overestimated.
Opening to the right from the cen
tral hall la tie dining room. Wide-case- d
openings connect both living
room- - and dining room with the central hall, giving an effect of spaciousness unusual in a house of this all.
The kitchen is well placed for con
venient housekeeping. On the aecond
bedrooms are profloor four good-sizevided, besides) a bathroom and linen
room and an abundance of clothes
closets.
house, slight
ThU is a gambrel-roo- f
ly colonial in design. It presents a
dignified and attractive appearance
and at the same Urns Is economical to
build. The estimated cost of this
house Is $3500.

i
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WMA.RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and (five advice FREE OP
on all subject! pertaining to the
subject of building, for the reader' of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor. Author and Manufacturer, he
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 178 West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111., and only
stamp-foreply.
enclose two-ce-

COST

The most noticeable thing In architecture and' building at the present
time ia the popular Interest seen on
all sides In regard to the planning
and design of houses, especially those
neighborIn suburban and country
hoods.
American "home" has always been more than a tradition, and
this home we always think of as being located in the country or In the
outskirts of the old home village. At
the present time we are Just In the
midst of a revival of domestic architecture, especially In regard to suburban building. The dwelling house
that Is at once comely and convenient
seems likely to become the typical
house of rural America, and even In
the towns the leaven has begun to
T-b-

work.

It Is apt to be In the country rather
:ban the town that this worthier type
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ROOSEVELT

ELECTORS TO STAY

Two Federal Supreme Justices
verse 8tate Courts Final
Oeclson In October.

Sharp Pains
In the Back

Re-

Point to Hidden
Kidney Trouble.
Have you a
lame back, aching day and
night?
Do you feel a
sharp pain after

The action of the
Kansas state courts in refusing to
order the names of sight Rpoeevelt
candidates for presidential electors
stricken from the primary ballot was
reversed In part, by Justice Van
and Justice Pitney of the
United State 'supreme court
While these Justices granted the application of the Taft men for a writ
of error directed to the Kansas supreme court, by admitting the case to
the federal court in banc, their decision does not constitute a final settlement of the case. Under its terms
the right of the Roosevelt candidates
to have had places on the primary
ticket will be decided by the full
bench of the United States supreme
court when that tribunal holds Its
next regular session in October. Meanwhile the names of the Roosevelt
men will appear on the ballots at the
Kansas primaries.
The effect of the decision Is to leave
the whole Kansas controversy suspended until October, when it is expected the highest court will settle
It before the national election.
New Tork, N. Y.

WOMAN STARTED

A

prta
First Floor Plaa

flourishes.
architecture
The town house Is apt to be cramped
by the narrowness ot Its site, by the
limitations of Its outlook, by the
building line and by the character

of domestic

When the kid-neseem sore
and the action
irregular,
Doan's Kidney
Pills, which have
cured thousands.

use

A Colorado Case
John T. Scantling;. Trinidad. Colo.,
says,- - "I was conflned to bed so help-los- s
I had to be fed. Nothing; helped
me until I used Doan's Kidney Pills,
and they did me a world of irood. 1
have never missed a day's work
since."
Get Doan's st any Drag Store, 50c a Box

Dra

room window.
Already the orangewood which has
been sold from this suburb has netted more than $2,000 and this from
The sale of orangewood is a new trees cut for the drives and streets
and profitable Industry, which is being through the residential park. Los Andeveloped by the owners of Mlcbll-lind- a geles Express.
tract In the San Gabriel valley.
The wood Is being cleared from building sites In the subdivisions and It is
Ape Attacks Womsn.
being sold for $22 a cord. It is said
was an exciting scene recentThere
to be used In the manufacture of ly on busy Oxford street, London, Engmanicure implements.
A fashionably dressed woman
The orangewood harvest Is some- land.
the steps of an omnibus, acascended
Usthing new In real estate tracts.
ually wherever an orange tree grows companied by a large ape, which was
it Is something to be cherished and dressed in a blue coat and trousers.
protected, but at MtcbiUlnda there are They occupied an outside seat, the ape
whole groves and some of them must sitting on the woman's knee.
Suddenly the ape attacked another
oe sacrificed to allow space for buildwoman passenger and bit her on the
ing
Through a remarkable orchard sys-tet-n arm. Her cries brought the conductor,
established by the former owners who dragged the ape away, and the
of the Mlchllllnda site many of the animal and the woman owner disapchoicest building lots now afford a peared in the crowd. The woman who
selection of orange, lemon and tan- was attacked by the animal was not
gerines. Thus the builder may estab- seriously hurt, as her Ions gloves pro
of atml- - Ucted Uf.
lish ills bomo In a rov
6an Gabriel Valley In
California.

O

Kidney
Pills

A Puzzle.
"Birds of a feather flock together."
"How about a rooster and a crowt"

Paxtine Antiseptic sprayed into the
nasal passages Is a surprisingly successful remedy for catarrh. At drug- glBts. 25c a box or sent postpaid on re
ceipt of price by The Paxton Toilet
Co., Boston, Mass.

STRIKE RIOT

Pulled Strlkbreaker's Hair and Police
Reserves Were Called Seven
Strikers Arrested.

New York, N. Y. Strikers from
Trouble's Way.
"He always climbed a tree when he
furrier establishments In the wholesale district and their sympathizers, saw trouble coming."
.

"And what did trouble do?"
"Set fire to the tree and smoked
htm out again."

led by two women, caused a riot
which required two squads of police
reserves to quell. The riot started
when two patrolmen tried to escort to
their homes two strikebreakers employed by a furrier at Twenty-sixt- h
street and Seventh avenue, Anna
Techusky sprang at one of the strikebreakers and pujlled his hair. The
man beat his assailant with his cane,
knocking her senseless. The ensuing
riot resulted in several minor injuries,
the gathering of a crowd of thousands,
blocking of street car traffic and
finally the arrest of seven strikers by
the police reserves.

TO DBITK OUT MALARIA
Take the Old Btandard GKOVH"S

TASThlLKrta

OIULl. TONIC. Von know what 700 are taking.
The formula Is plainly printed on every bottle,
knowing It Ik kioiply tiulninn and Iron In a tasteless
form, and the must effectual lurm. s'or groiia
oeople aud cbi Idren, 60 oudis.

No Danger.
"Do you believe we are in any dan
ger of losing our birthright?"
"Not a bit that is, those of us who

are doomed to always work for what
we get are not."

.

Year Hence.
Mamma, do you
think papa knows Harold is going to
call for me In bis aeroplane?
Mamma, O, I think so, dear. He's
been hanging around the skylight with
a club all afternoon.
A

FRISCO'S

"METEOR"

IN

Mlsa Dlnnlngham

DITCH

Three Coaches Upside Down at Bot
tom of Deep Fill 27 Injured,
But None Killed.

Springfield, Mo. Leaving the track
after the engine had passed over
a bridge between Wetumba and Ala
bama, Ok., three coaches of Frisco
passenger train No. 610, known as the
e
Meteor, were overturned and lay
down at the foot of a
fill. Eight white passengers and 19
Varloua Degrees of Envy.
negroes were injured in the wreck, alEnvy is a compound of grief and an though It is believed,
from reports
ger. The oegrees oi wis pauiuu
here,
will result
none
received
that
reor
nearness
on
pend chiefly
the
passengers
fatally.
injured
were
The
circumto
as
moteness of the objects,
riding In the second class compartstances. If one who is forced to walk
or in the combination smoker-coacon foot envies a great man for keep- ments
A chair car, one Pullman and
ing a coach and six, it will nevar be
private
the
car of E. Leavy, Frisco
give
him
that
or
violence,
with that
disturbance which It may to a man assistant general manager remained
who keeps a coach himself, but can intact
only afford to drive with four Horses.
The symptoms of envy are various USED GUNS IN THEIR ARGUMENT
and as hard te describe as those of
the plague. Among the fair the dis- Rival Missouri Editors Met on Streets
ease is very common, and the signs ot
of' Huntsvllle and Both Are
it are very conspicuous in their opinWounded. ions and censure of one another. Bernard MandevlUe.
Moberly, Missouri. The Whitecot- race for the Democratlo
nomination for congress in the second
Uncle Pennyvvlss Says:
Countless ages of time passed, as we district has resulted in a shooting at
compute time before the earth wss Huntsvllle between John N. Hamilton,
oreDared for the advent of man. The editor of the Huntsvllle Herald, a
oldest civilization known Is that of Whltecotton organ, and Van Davis,
Egypt, and the pyramida are things editor of the Huntsvllle Times, sup
of yesterday compared with the for- porting Rucker. Hamilton was shot in
mation ot the alluvial plains of the the right arm and Davis was shot In
Euphrates, or the delta ot the Missis- the hip. Another bullet struck a bysippi, not to mention the Laurentlan stander, Allen Gunn. The ball entered
I
rocks.
his body Just below the heart and ha
is in a critical condition.
JUBt

up-Bid-
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Arnold's Unfailing Tact
where he may select his
IS DEMAND FOR 0RANGEW00D1 tropical trees,
Recollections ot Justin McCarthy
breakfast grapefruit or orange as it
bangs on the trees outside his dining are numerous Just now. One of them
Trees Sacrificed for Building Sites In
Mc-

overr

Denamg

20-fo-

thing approaching a social crime. The
awakened and increasing good sense
of the building publlo should not alio
this to occur.
The designing of a suitable home
residence for a rural location is al
ways an interesting problem, since
each site presents difficulties and advantages of its own. The design of a
bouse should be governed by the na
ture of its site, whether on a hilltop,
on a hillside, on the open tableland or
In a valley; by the views of the surrounding country it is thought to obtain from the principal rooms, by the
desire to obtain the maximum amount
of sunshine in the living rooms, or by
the presence of trees that are to be
retained in the garden. The material
of which the house is to be built will
also Influence the design, and this will
be governed in great measure by the
building material that Is most easily
obtained In the neighborhood.
He who builds in the country is not
restrained by the convention which
rules In the towns as to placing the
best rooms In the front of the house.
If the house faces the north be will
probably place the principal living
rooms at the back, so they may get
as much sunshine as possible. There

fteltft teni

Different.
Daughter Since It Is your wish.
dear parents, that I should marry the
rich old brewer, I consent, although
he Is seventy years old."
Mother But he is only sixty..
.Daughter Sixty
Tell him to. ask,
me again In ten years. Meggendorfer
Blaetter.
1

Mike Amazed.
Mike

Jerry was treating

HAD KILLED

good-lookin- g

n

To The Last
Mouthful
enjoys
a
crisp, delightful

HIS DOG

For This, Crekola, Ok., Man Attacked
speaks ot a conversation between
Officer, Who Will Probably Lose
Carthy and Dean Stanley. WhUii
Both Eyes as Result.
they were talking Matthew Arnold
was announced, and the dean, addressMusklgee, Oklahoma. Deputy Sher
"Corns
ing the new arrival, said:
here, Matt, and let me brlnj you fac iff Newbold, acting upon instructions
to face with the man who says yon from the county health officer, shot
aro only a miniature Goethe." Mc- and killed a dog belonging to William
Carthy was naturally embarrassed al Cleveland, near Crekola. Two days
the repetition of a remark that seem later, while the deputy sheriff was
ed to be
"Ob, come, now, seated on the station platform at
I didn't say only a miniature Goethe," Crekola, Cleveland slipped up behind
he stammered, but Arnold promptly and struck him on the head with a
relieved the situation by remarking large stone. That's about all Newbold
with a winning smile: "If he could remembers, but when he came to, his
only convince me that I am a minia face was lacerated and he was beaten
ture Goethe, bow proud of myself b and bruised all over his body. Hs
would make me."
probably will lose both eyes.
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Wilson Hearing Is Postponed.
He Meant Business.
Washington. Action on charges ol
"I don t think a woman has any
impropriety on the part ot Secretary
place In commercial life."
Wilson, made by Representative Akin
"In what, Mr. JlnxT
"In commercial life I mean bust ot New York because Mr. Wilson's son
accepted a position with a Colorado
ness."
"Oh. Mr. Jinx Baldwin, this la m irrigation project, has been postponed
Indefinitely by tht house commutes
uddtuP

trol-

through, collecting the fares. Mike
watched his progress with great Interest. Presently he turned to Jirry
with tears in his eyes.
"Jerry," he said huskily, - "I've a
lump In me froat."
"What for?" demanded Jerry.
" 'Tis the gladness of me that's too
big to swally!" said Mike. "Every
American has the big, generous heart!
D'ye mind the poor young felly wl'
the blue cap? 'Tis beggln' his llvln'
he Is. I saw him hould out hlB hand
people and lvery
to - twenty-giveblessed wan of thlm gave him a
nickel!"

one
SHERIFF

to a

ley ride, says Judge. The conductor,
young Irishman, came
a

fruit

cream ' or
or both.

stewed

Some people male an
-

entire breakfast out of this
combination.
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"The Memory Lingers"
Sold by Crocen,
PoMaa Csresl Coapasy, Liaiisd,
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SYNOPSIS.
Secret Service Chief Wilkin, pussted
over the theft of the government' cipher,
call to hi aid Detective PlnkwelL They
think they have discovered a new cipher,
when the offloa boy, Brockett, tella them
Ita The Diamond Cipher" and atarta for
the ball park. Brockett Chula
Kan,
a SlameM; Ramon Solano a Cuban, toi
Rether with aorae twenty other youngster,
practice baseball, playing until dark. One
of wllklna' tcnographera la aeen to paaa
s paper to a myaterlous stranger. As
outcome of Brockett'
cipher, the ball
player and Solano are engaged by government for myaterioua mission.
myaterioua Jap. calls on Brockett.

In

Tasl-mot-

o.

CHAPTER III, (Continued.)
"Something doing, euro," commented Solano. "I can see one thing clearly. He fancied that you would sell
him a dpnllcate of your diamond cipherthough I cannot figure out how he
could get Jn touch with that Idea so
quickly. Tea I can too. The stenographer! By the way, Barry, I forgot
to tell you I have teen that girl chatting with this same Japanese two or
three times. You remember that when
we saw them together I waa trying to
recall some place, some occasion,
whan I had noticed one or both of
them?
"Looks aa If we would have to watch
out for Mr. Yacmoto. He may try
some Jlu JlUu tricks If he really wants
to get that cipher."
"Quite likely, Harry. Do you know
anything about Jlu JltsuT"
"Only what I hare read. I have always believed that a good American
swing to the jaw would discount all
the Jlu Jltau In the world, and. If that
wouldn't be enough, I learned a few
wrestling tricks from an old grappler
some months ago. Nevertheless, I
win watch out for the Yazlmoto man.
He must mean troubla"
The bell rang, and Harry, eagerly responding, welcomed a sturdy, redheaded cherub of fifteen Mike
"

Mo-Ka- n

a,

a

well-like-

Jerking and bearing spasmodically,
carromed against him, upsetting blm
for the third time Just as he was re
gaining bis balance. Part of the mass
came almost under his own face as be
struck the walk, and, even In the dark
ness, be could recognize the features
of Mr. Yazlmoto, distorted with fury
and with pain. Brockett reached over,
clutched the throat of the little man
strength,
and
with
strangled grimly, mercilessly, till the
Japanese lay limp and motionless, all
the fight choked out of blm. Then a
small, solid figure climbed off the legs
of the prostrate prisoner, and scurried In the direction of the street-lamp- .
A moment
later the tight
gleamed out In all Its pristine radlance, giving the bewildered Brockett
a chance to survey the scene of battle.
Mr. Taxlmoto, very limp and very
Inoffensive, was stretched out under
Brockett's knees. Ten feet away Ramon Solano was viciously kicking a
man who was still fighting, although
down and at ao overpowering disad
vantage. Evidently badly hurt, and
hardly able to drag himself along the
ground, this . dauntless warrior was
trying to crawl to closer quarters with
the Cuban, who stepped lightly backward, watted till bis victim came In
range, and then drove his foot crashing Into the body of his enemy. The
small figure which had vanished toreappeared.
wards the street-lamflung Itself upon 8olano's adversary
and pinned blm down. Aside from
making captives of the beaten assailants. theflght waa over.
Brockett and Solano tried to help
their prisoners to an upright position,
but neither Mr. Yazlmoto nor bis ally
seemed to have as much strength as
a limp rag. Aided ably by Mike Mo- Kane the small but active partisan
in the recent struggle the boys man
aged to drag the captives Inside the
parlor, and placed them side by side
upon a sofa, Mrs. Brockett
and
Bertha, after assuring themselves that
none of the three champions bad received serious- - Injury, sat fluttering
and wide-eyenear the door, while
Brockett Interrogated the badly dam'
aged Yazlmoto.
"Seems to me, Mr. Yazlmoto,"
Brockett began, "that you owe me
quite an explanation. What's the
meaning of all this excitement, any

much-truste-

d

de-

partment messenger, and an especial
favorite with General Cole. The boy
held. In a
clutch, a
thick envelope, which he surrendered
to Brockett with a grunt of satisfaction.
"The old man," explained the messenger, "told me to give this to you
yerself, and nobody else. You didn't
tell no Japanese guy to relay the letter to youse, did you?"
"Why, no not in a hundred years.
What do you mean, Mickey T"
"Tell youse Just how It was, Harry,
Pm Just comln' up yer steps, when a
Japanese guy stops me. 'Ah, boy,'
ssys be, 'have you a message for Mr.
Brockett? He has asked me to receive It for him.'
"'He gits It himself, an' no one else
can horn In,' says I, an' hurried on
quick. I thought he was goln' ter
make a jump fer me, but mebbe 1 was
Anyhow, here's
yer
mlstakened.
letter."
BrocMett
and Solano exchanged
glances.
"This Japanese gentleman Is certainly In search of trouble," exclaimed
Harry. "I'll look out of the front door
and see If be Is lingering around."
Brockett opened the door, and
stepped out Into the darkness. As be
left the threshold, be noted, with surprise, that the city lamp which was
supposed to burn directly In front of
the building was un lighted. Uls eyes
bad not yet Accustomed themselves to
the unexpected gloom, vben something seemed to snap aoo whirr In
the wide of his head, bs feet were
struck from under him, and he sank
In a helpless heap upon his own door-sil-l.
CHAPTER IV.
When Brockett's senses returned,
bis bead was bumming and buzzing,
while strange, confused noises seemed
to struggle with one another for the
light to add extra discomfort to uls
dazed and throbbing brain. He pulled
hlwaelf to his knees, and was Immediately tumbled down again by the
fall of secve heavy body across bis
back. A vigorously kicking foot, attached to a squirming leg, caugbt him
In the side, and helped to drive the
dlazlaex away. A twisting mass.

p

d

howr

Mr. Yazlmoto looked up at bis Jail
er, and then at bis fellow-captiva
dark little man, as plainly Oriental
as Yazlmoto himself, but as plainly
neither a Japanese cor a Chinaman.
Then a smile, a really pleasant, amia
ble smile, ovorspread his bruised
visage.
Mr. Brockett
"I make mistake,
Most mlsfortunate error. 1 plan hon
orably well, but this boy, this small
plans excellently
executed.
"Surest thing you know, pal," approved Mike McKane, gleefully. "I'm
tbe disarranging kid when 1 get start
ed."
"I had suppose," Mr. Yazlmoto
vent on, "that there was excellent
chance that you might step from
doorway during evening. You did so,
with exactitude. With tbe honorable
assistance of my friend we not necessitate to mention his name I strike
you. not serious, not with brutainess.
There was not, I honorably assure
you, tbe desire to kill or cause most
unfortunate Inconvenience. I trust
you will accord "me tbe honor of frank
belief?"
"Why, with pleasure, Mr. Yazlmoto," laughed Brockett , "Go on with
your story." '
Mr. Yazlmoto smiled amicably again.
'l take, as you say in honorable discourse, tbe long chance. Also 1 do
I hear your collegians speak thus
the rough stuff that 1 may accomplish the honorable purpose. You understand, I have nothing of doubt, my
wish. I must accomplish what I am
required to do."
"I understand you perfectly, Mr.
Yazlmoto. You wanted to get certain
documents from my pocket, and
thought they would doubtless be In
that pocket when I stepped out Into
tbe dark."
"You speak of perfect knowledge,
Mr. Brockett So we make you In
the unconscious condition, ' using no
force greater than essential. But before we can take what we required
from your pockets, we are attacked.
We are overpowered. 1, myself, an
expert in the jlu Jutsu, but while I
am occupied seeking for your pocket
this boy, this young Samurai, for he
most honorably great as a fighting
man, spring upon me, seize me by the
ankles, and throw me prostrate, so
that the Jlu Jltsu cannot aid me."
Mike McKane gurgled gleefully.
'That's one trick youse overlooked,
Mr. Yazzy," he chuckled. "You get
a guy round the ankles, an' give him
one Jerk why, say, a baby could
throw Jack Johnson
One kid In New
York did sling Jack Johnson that way,
a little newsboy aw, say, 'scuse me,
Harry. I'm bornln' In on yer game."
Mr. Yazlmoto eyed the stocky messenger, not at all resentfully.
"It was honorably so. as tbe boy
explain. I shall remember that attack some time I may make estimable use of It I am thrown down with
this assault of tbe boy, Mr. Brockett
then you return to senslbleness, and
I am with petit speedlnesa defeated."
e

fellow,-disarrang-

e

1

"How about, your friend, Mr.
put In Solano. "He didn't
seem to have any Jlu Jltsu ready for
me. I followed Mickey through the
door; your partner tried to stop me,
and one good kick brought him down
in a heap. Couldn't you bave picked
a better helper?"
Mr. Yazlmoto looked rather ruefully
upon bis associate, who
had
not
opened his moyth since entering tbe
bouse, and was simply nursing his
bruises.
"My friend." said the Japanese, "Is
not what you would say of expertness
In personal encounter. With the bolo,
possibly, be should do admirably well,
but he has not of sufficient skill for
honorable battle."
"He's no Jap, all right" commented
Mike McKane, studying the silent prisoner.
"No. Not of Nippon," exclaimed Mr.
Yazlmoto. "He Is of long, long duration my friend, however, and for many
reasons be is In accompaniment with
me this evening."
"Filipino, I should Judge," remarked Solano. "Let me talk to him."
Tbe Cuban spoke briefly but emphatically In Spanish, and the prisoner returned a short and equally emphatlo
answer. Solano looked somewhat crestfallen as he translated.
"He says," Interpreted the Cuban
youngster, "that be has no Information to give me; that Mr. Yazlmoto
can do all the talking necessary, and
that I am a renegade and a dog to
be mixed up with Yankee pigs."
There was a general laugh, in which
Mr. Yazlmoto joined as heartily as
anyone. Then the Japanese looked up
at Brockett with a quizzical air.
"Tbe explanations are honorably
finished, Mr. Brockett You have now
the fullest comprehension of the complete proceedings. It Is now to ask
wbat shall you, being victorious, do
with us, being honorably defeated?"
'1 suppose," responded Brockett,
"that we ought to have you run In.
Still, that might cause unpleasant
complications. 1 don't care to bave
the morning papers and everyone
who reads them fully posted as to
the reasons for your attack upon me,
Mr. Yazlmoto. On careful consideration of the whole affair, I am strongly
tempted to let you go.- Don't you
think that would be best Ramon?"
The Cuban gave unquallfled assent
"They didn't get what they were
after, Harry, and they did get a trimming that they won't forget In a hur
ry. Let them be on their way, and In
a hurry."
Brockett conducted his prisoners to
the door, and dismissed them with a
.
ceremonious bow.
"Good-nighMr. Yazlmoto.
Come
again."
Tbe Filipino limped sullenly away.
but Mr. Yazlmoto turned, with a smile
that Illuminated his scarred face for
an Instant
"Good-nighMr. Brockett You have
bees uiost honorably generous. It
may be so, sometime, I bave excellent
"
opportunity to repay.
Yail-moto-

-

Chief Wlnklns' letter, and found It to
be as follows:
"TO TC A TC W W TC BB A TO
W B HR E 2BH WP TO Fin BB HR
PO PO SBH TC AB WP Tos L R HR
W R Fin HR TO TC Fin L"Pos W TO
Fin TO SH Pos L R Pos E AB SH TO
W Pos T 8H PO SH BH BB HR TO
8BH HR E Boston BH Pos WP L TO
TO W Pos E R 8BH TC E TO 2BH
Pos PO BB SBH SH W SH WP TO
Fin BB HR PO PO SB HR E BH 2BH
TC A SH SO SH L TO SH W Pos PO
2BH HR T SH SBH HR A PO SH TO
TO SH W PB R HR FA 8BH SH W
BA SH WP AB W HR E 2BH W SH
FA PO WP."
"Simple enough," remarked Brockett as he finished tbe letter. "Tomorrow morning, you will go by as circuitous a route as can be traveled
within eight days to Rancho Nogal,
where you will find Gomez Esteral.
Give him letter and cipher key. Bring
reply."
"Easily understood," commented Solano. "We can doubtless find Rancho
Nogal on the maps, and we are to go
there by as roundabout a road as possiblewithin a limited space cf time.
Reasons for tbe circuitous Journey are
easily seen. Our tropical friends, the
little brown men, mlgbt be trailing us.
Wbat does tbe general say?"
"His letter Is short and to the
point," answered Brockett, spreading
out the screed, worded In this fash-Ion- :

"Pos TO SH PO FA Pos L TO 2BH
HR T SH PO SH TO TO SH W PB
BA SH WP TO TC R TC PO TC E
SH PO PO SH BB SBH L Brooklyn
R Pos T pos PO W WP."
"'At El Paso, give letter and key
to Colonel Lewis, Sixth cavalry.' Simple enough, but do we see the colonel
on our way there, or coming back?"
"Probably left to our own Judgment
and convenience," answered Solano.
"Now, then, let's locate Rancho Nogal."
"I think I have found tbe place,
Harry," spoke up Bertha Brockett
"While you were reading the last message, I glanced along the map of tbe
Mexican border good thing we bave
an atlas and located Rancho Nogal.
It seems to be a small station, perhaps ten miles south of Presidio del
Norte, In Chihuahua."
"Some names, them," remarked
Mike McKane. "Howlnell will I ever
get the hang uv 'em?"
"You, Mickey," laughed Solano. "Forget them before you sprain your
tongue."
"Forglt nothln'," replied the messenger boy. "I gotto learn 'em Just
tbe same as youse two."
"How do you figure that out
Mike?" queried the amused Brockett
The stubby messenger grinned back
at him.
"Because I'm goln' along wit' youse
two. See? I got In on this thing so
far, an' It looks better'n all the Old
Sleuth an' Nick Carter stuff that was
ever pulled. You gotta take me In, for
Fro goln'. If youse don't count me In.
I'll follow anyhow, an' reskoo youse
CHAPTER V.
two ginks when the enemy has got
youse by a toehold."
After tbe vanquished Orientals had
Mr. McKane's declaration, naturaldeparted, Brockett and Solano pro- ly, was received with hilarious laughceeded to Investigate the thick en ter. "Not a chance. Mickey, not a
velope which Mike McKane bad
brought them. The messenger sat by
a wise little owl and a loyal one-w- hile
Mrs. Brockett and Bertha fluttered to and fro. still more or less excited by the events of the evening.
A packet of yellow-backebills was
Mrs. Sarah Sewell. an Ohio woman.
first brought to light, and then a let Invented a device which cannot be
ter, penned In the firm hand of Chief called Impractical even If at first
Wllklns. Another sheet was next blush It does not seem destined to proopened, revealing the handwriting of duce an undue amount of cleanliness.
General Cole, which was not unfa- Observing ber small children at play
miliar to young Brockett Both boys on a seesaw, tbe while she worked
hard revolving: the mechanism of a
washing machine, she conceived
idea of making the sesaw do the worn,
giving her time to enjoy life. And the
United States of America sets its solemn seal of approval on this Idea, giving ber a patent for a combined seesaw and washing machine, tbe Illustration of which shows the beauty of
possessing at once several children
and an inventive brain by which tbey
may be made to wash tbelr own
clotbeB and at the same time bave a
good time. Scientific American,
-
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Good-night-

chance," cried Brockett "You couldn't
get away without losing your Job, for
one thing; for another, you'd go broke
before you had traveled two hundred
miles, and. finally. If you ever did
manage to get as far as Mexico, they'd
shoot you for a monkey."
"I'll take me chances, any time,"
returned tbe messenger. "As for tbe
monkey part of it, look out youse two
ain't put on exhibition In a cage. And
as fer me, never worry. I'm
I can see, plain enough, youse two
don't want me along. That's all right
I ain't kickln'.
Maybe tbe chief
wouldn't stand for no three in a bunch
where he only counts on two, so I got
nothln' tuh say. But youse two guys
Just watch. Just keep your lamps
open when youse Is down among tbe
greasers, an' see If Mickey the Mar
velous Messenger ain't campln' on
your traill I gotta be goln' now.
Good night, Mrs. Brockett Good-nigh- t
Miss Bert I'll see youse two heroes
a little later." "Great kid that" laughed Brockett
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as the sound of Mike's footsteps died
away. "I only wish we could take
him along. He might be useful."
Ramon Solano smiled, and his black
eyes danced with humor.
.(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Chess, and the Game of Life.
An Indian philosopher thus describes
conchess: "It Is a representative

test, a bloodless combat, an Image not
only of actual military operation, but
of that greater warfare, which every
son of the earth, from the cradle to
tbe grave, is continually waging the
battle of life." One sees clearly that,
even going back to Its birth, tbe parallelism between chess and men exists, for does anybody know just when,
where and how the first man appeared
on earth? Also, Is It not a fact that
man's attributes and nature have remained unchanged throughout centuries, and that chess was played
much in tbe same way, each chessman moving In Its allotted manner
even five thousand years ago?

Washing by Seesaw

f-t-

tw', iwm

A Parable.
Frederick W. Taylor, tbe advocate
of scientific management, said the other day in Philadelphia:
"Two men stood watching a steam
shovel at work. With a clatter and a
roar tbe shovel bit into a steep bunk,
closod on a carload of earth and
dumped It onto a waiting freight trail.
"'It drives me wild,' said tbe first
onlooker, to see that monster taking
the bread out of good men's mouths.
Look at it Why, lt'a filling up those
flat cars faster tbab a hundred men
with picks and shovels could do it'
"But the other onlooker shook his
head and answered:
" 'Bee here, mister, If It would be
better to employ a hundred men with
picks and shovels on this job. wouldn't
It be better still, by your way of thinking, to employ a thousand men with
forks and tablespoons-'- "

were relieved and pleased to find that
nothing typewritten bad been sent
them.
"No cbance for any treachery
there," remarked Solano, aa Chief Wllklns' letter was placed upon tbe table.
"If your stenographer counted
on getting a copy of this particular
document she loses."
Brockett laughed
and then whistled In surprise. Excepting a few unimportant sentences
at the beginning and tbe close of tbe
letters, both were In his own cipher,
Cook's Accidental Discovery.
upon
One of the best ways of cooking potwo
and even tbe addresses
smaller envelopes folded between tbe tatoes was accidentally discovered
sheets were In the same hieroglyphic through the unpunctuallty of a train.
script ' Harry rapidly read through When the Una from Parla to tit Ger
-

light-heartedl-

main was opened tbe first train cart
rled an official party for whom lunch
was ordered.
The meal was fixed for noon, and
shortly before that hour tbe potatoes
vere put on to try, A few minutes
afterward a message came that the
train would probably be delayed for
an hour, so the potatoes were taken
off tbe fire, but left in the pan. Then
came a second message. "Train Just
y
arriving," and the potatoes were
put back to fry again.
When the party sat. down to lunch
the potatoes were brought on with tbe
steak. Each chip was then found to
be blown out like a small, crisp, golden balloon, to tbe delight of the
guests. The cook, without knowing it,
had Invented pommes do terre soul-Dee-s.
bur-rlell-

Speak Kindly.
If In our speech we would only consider bow our words will affect those
to whom they are spoken if we would

try to hear them with tbelr eat and
consider how they affect hearts, there
would not be much passionate or unadvised speech; certainly there would
be few spirits wounded or lives embittered by the words of our lips.
W, G. Horder.
As the Season Unfolds.
So then the year Is repeating Ita
old story again. We are come once
more, thank God, to its most charm-

ing chapter.

Tbe violets and the

may-Uowe- ra

are as Its Inscriptions or vignettes, it always makeo a pleasant

Impression on us when we open again
of the book of lire.
Goethe.

at these pages

One Way.

"I'd like to make that proud man
bite the dust" "Then why don't you
get your male to sweep tbe pavement
some morning when be'a coming

alonr
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of Kenna, N. M.
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witnesses:
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S.13.
B.
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NOTK'H FOR PI HMCATtON.
013831.
tt. R.
Department of tho Inr-rlor-,
I,aml Office at Roswell, N. M., July
20, 1912. Notice Is herchy Hv-- n
v.'hn
tloortto W. Hire, of Elklns, N. M., ::s
0.
on Jan. S3, mo, tn.nl tl. E.
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otler fur Publication.
fNnn-CoE. S. 0.1570 C. S.t
riennrtment of the Interior. U. 8. Land
Office nt Fort Sumner, N. M., June 26.
11912.
Notice Is hereby jilven that Oscar II. llewatt, of OUv, N. M.. who on
entry
June 1, 1909, made homestead Town-uhlp
No. 06570, for W U Section 15,
4 S., RanKO 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
proof to establish
make three-yea- r
claim to the land above descrHied, beU. S. Commissioner,
fore W. T.
N. M., on the
nt his office at Kenna, 1912.
Claimant
6th (lay of September,
names as witnesses: Enoch M.
John Schlrck, Ed. S. Denson a no
Harvey Mercer, all of Olive. N. M.
ARTHUR K. CUR REN,
Register.
J.. 20 A. 30

T. C. TILLOTSON,.
Uet'ister

n

sui,

,

ns, N. M.
T. C. TILLOTPON.
Noilce for Pnlillontlon.
( Non-coRegis ter.
F. H. 05101 C. S.)
8. Land - I. 10 A. 23.
Denartment of the Interior.-UOffice at Fort Sumner, N. M., June 25,NOTICE, is hereby piven that
1912.
David T. Westbrook, of Route No. 2.
Kllda, N. M., who on February 28, 1908,
made homestead entrv No. 05101, for
KOTICE FOR rUULICATIOX.
F.',.
and EVa SR',4 Section 24,
al

.

NEi 4 S., Range 29 R, N. M. P.
Township
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
proof, to estabto make three-yea- r
lish claim to the land above described,
U. S. Commis-nionebefore W. T.
nt his office, at. Kenna, N. M.,
on the 5th day of September, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: AndrewCi.
.1. Smith. Georiro T. Llttlefleld. I'en
EldrldKe and Charles 41. Myers, all of
Kenna, N. M.
r,

tj--
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Department of tho Interior. V. S. Land
11)12.
Auirest.
ofllce Roswell N. M.
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mmle II E. No. inTnn. Serinl 011704 for the RH
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2
h
N. M. P. Meridian
E.
Hunee

filed notice of Intention to make final
five-veproof to est ,hlish claim to
the land nbove described, befnro II. P
ofllce
Live'v U. S. Commissioner nt his
Iand Office at Roswell, N. M.,
t Eikt"i V. AT. on the t Hh flsv of ept, nil?,
July is. mis,
ns
names
witnesses:
Claimant
Notice Is hereby Riven that Charles
Lewis N. Todd. Clmrlen M. Hull Georce P.
W. Jones, of Elklns. N. M., who, on Cooper, and Osccr U. Morrison, all of Elkius.
Jan. 13. 1909, made Homestead Entry
M,
Serinl No. 06976 for RVVVi Sec. 26: and
T. C. TILLOTPON,
on May 13, 1909. made
0697C
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mnde H. E. No. 117J. Sar, No. 010117. f ir tho
BW
Reo.8T p. 7S Ranee. 2'1 E N. M
N--

Meridinnliiisfiled notice of Intention to
proof, to establish
inn kt Finiil five-yec'nini to the land above described, beU.
Commissioner,
S.
Lively
at hU
fore II, P.
otlleo in Klkins, N. M. ou the 17 day of Sept,
Wr-

-

Claimant names as witnesses:

lleninniin F. Cooper, Ceorire C. Cooier,
William T. llui ns. and Cliiuief M. Hull, all of
ElUlriB. N. M.
A 0

S

13

ResUfer.
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BLICATION.
0TICE FOR
Per. ni'547,
II. E. 13174
Department of the Interior. IT. R. Land
A
M.
N.
uiriist. ft 19'
Ottlee
Notice Is hereby Ktven tant .lenn
M
N.
who on lien 1?. 1017.
Cnmnbell. ofmkln.
mnde H. R. 13474. Per. 013547 (or E l Sec "I
Township 7ou)hRnnKe 27 K. N. M. P.
Merldtnn, hns fl'ert rotiee or intension
to make flnnl s year Proof to estnbllsi
claim to the lnnd nbove described, be
l

HoB-el-

.

his
foro II. P. LWelr U S. Coinmlssloner.ns
in Elkins N, Xt. on the 18 day of Sept

oltee
191!.

T. C. TILTOTSOM,

Reeister.
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Claimant namen ns witnesses:

u.

T.'

C. TILLOTSON,

Regiuter.

,
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Deportment of the Interior, U. R. Land
Office at Fort Sumner, N. it. July
1912.
Notice is hereby given that Moses
J. Rippee, of Ellda, N. M., who, on
March 13.1907, made Homestead Entry
No. 01053 for SEVi Section 34, Township 3 South, Ranso 29 East, and on
July 7i 1909, made additional Homestead Entry, No. 06600, for NE',i, Sec
tion 31, Township 3 South, Ransfe 29
East. N. M. P. Meridian, hasfive-ye- filed
notice of intention to make
on original, three-yea- r
on addltionad
Proof, to establish claim to the lund
for Pnlillcntlnn.
above deacrlbed, before W. T. Cowglll.
(Serial Nos. 016318 and 017933.)
u. 8. Commissioner,
ut his office, at
Kenna, N. M.. on tho Twelfth dav of Department of the Interior, U. R. Land
Ofiioe st Roswell, N. M July 1,
September, 1912.
is hereby priven that Edward
Claimant names as witnesses:
V. Jott, of Boa-.- ,
N. M., who on Jan.
Edward 1. Clay. Lawrence K. Jones. 29,
1909 made H. E. 016318 for KB14
Frank E. Miller, all of Elida, N.M.
George T, Llttlefleld, of Kenna. N. M. Sec. 12: and on May 10, 1 1909, made
Vdd'l H. E. 017938 for lots
and 2 Sec.
C. C. II ENRV.
EH NW',', Sec. 12. Twp.' 6 S.. R.
Kenna Record:
Remitter. 29 &n1
15.,
N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
.2
S, 6.
r.oiico of Intention to mnke final three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to the
land ebove described, before W. T.
Cowrriil, U. S. Commissioner, In his office, at Kenna, N. M., on tho 11th day
of Sept. 1912. Claimant names as wit- NOTICE FOR PFR LI CATION.
nesses: Alexander S. Ay.res, Lee R.
Non Coal Land.
Robertson, Oscar E. Clark and John II.
F. S. 03696.
CS.
Departnu-nUothe Interior, U. S. Land Clark, all of 1'oaz, T.N. C.M. TILLOTSON,
Office lit Fort Sumner, N. M July A. 2 Sept. 6
Register.
12. 1912.
Notice Is hereby priven that Henry
E. Hobbs, of Llslon, N. M., who, on
October 11, 1906, made Homestead EnNotice for Publication.
try No. 0319(1, for SW4, Seel Ion 21,
(Serial Nos. 01 4257 and 019929.)
Township 3 South, RaiiRe 29 East, Department
of the Interior. IT. 8. Land
N. M. P. Merhllnn, has filed notice of Office nt Roswell,
M.,
1, 1912.
intention to make Five Year Proof, to NOTICE Is hereby N.trlven July
James
to the land
establish
above O. Hill, of Kenna, N. M., whothat
on
March
described, before W. T. CowbIII, V.
1, E. Serial No. 014257
1908. mado
H. Commissioner at his office, at KenSec. 13. Twp. 7 S., P.. 31 E. ;
SKVi
for
na, N. M., on the thlrtconth day o and oii Sept. 7. 1909 made Add'l It. E.
September, 1912.
01!i!i2D, for aVK Sec. 18, Twp. 7 8., R.
Claimant r.ames as witnesses:
32 K
N. M. P. Meridian,
filed noAlexander Hobbs, Lloyd R. Rail. tice of Intention to make has
final three-yeGeorge Grnven, Tommy Jones, all of
proof, to establish claim to the
Ilslon, N. M.
land. above described, before W. T.
C. C. HENRY,
U. 8.
In his of
Register: fice ut Kenna, Commissioner,
Kenna Record.
N. M., on the illi day of
A. 2 S..
.Sept. 1912.
Claimant, names as witnesses: Tilden A. Marbut. T. Dexter
Gouty, William 11. McCouios and John
cl.-.i-

1

ar

Cou-aUl-

Cliarle IV. Jones. Veil Cnve. Cetihus Con
land, and Thomas A. Williams, all of Elklns. N

A.

--

NOTICE FOIl PVIILICATIOX.
06499
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office (it Roswell, New Mexico, July

ull of
Sept. 0

K

ennn, N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON,

Register,

!

XOTIfE FOIt Fimif ATHTV.
Rer. OMITTI.
H. F.. 14SH7.
11, 1912.
Depiirlmcnt of the Interior, I'. H. Land
Notice Is hereby
that Allen M.
th 912. Hill, of IloaK, N. M., who on December
ontce Hoswell N. M.
AiikusI
Notice Is hereby p;lven that Thomas L 28, 908. mado Homestead Entry Serial
Foster, of Hour, N.M. who, on Feb., 50. '90S, No. 00 199, for SW'4, Section 22, Town
mado H. E. 14287 Rer. 014173 for Rrc'4 Rec t3 whip 6 Suuth. Hun ico 29 East, N. M. I
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
N. M.
I
Towniilp
S Rnnire 29 E-yenr Proof, to
Meridian, hns filed notice or intention to imtko Final tothroe land
above des
to establish claim V. the CowyiH.
proof,
to mnke Final three-yea- r
U. S.
T.
before
oribvd.
deestablish claim to the land above B. (oimissioiier. In his office at Kenna,
U.
scribed, before H. P Lively
M
September,
on
N.
day
of
12th
the
In
Commissioner, at his office at oflice
1912.
Elklns. N. M on the is dny o Sept. 1912,
Claimant names as witnesses:
'
Chiimnnt mimes ns wUnens-n-BClyde Peden
Alexander S.
Npwlin.
RV.Irii.
A.
Wll'lim William
Willlnm
KtmerG. .
E. Hlnshaw, William A. Shira,
K. MeCormb-kand William E. Hinsliaw, all of Jiuuz, N. M.
.
all of Boaz, N. M.
T. C. TILL' I IVm IN,
T. C. TILLOTSON.
Register.
Kenna Record:
lS
Kenna Record,
lU'bitcr. Auk;. 2 Sept. 6

Notice for Publication.
(Rerial Nos. IU64-.and UI 940I.)
'epmiiiioni of tho Interior, IT. S. Land
Office nt Roswell, N. M., July 1. 1912.
NOTICE Is hereby piven that William
J. Heaib, of Kenna, N. M.. who. on
March 23, 1909, mado IL E. On4S3. for
15: nnd on Autr. 2. tti!. mnde
SE'i
H. E. No. 019101, fur KH'4 Rec. 15, Twp.
6 R., R. 31 10., N. M. P. Meridian,
has
filed notice of intention to make Final
three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to
the lund above described, before W T.
Cow'sill, U. S. Commissioner, In bis office, 'nt Kenna, N. M., on the 9lh day of
Sept. 1912. Claimant names as witnesses John H. Leavers, .luiison T. Ab
bott, John F. Jones inn) Pink L. Clubb
ail of Kennu, N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON,
A. 2 Sept. 6
Register.
(

1

1

.

,

1

AO-s-

VOLirATIOX.

Department of. tho Interior.
U

AOS

NoRie for Publication.
(Serial Nos. 05136 and 017973.) i
Deportment of the Interior, V. 8. Land
Office nt Roswell, N. M July - 19I2.
NOTICE is hereby Klvcn that Alexander S. Ayers, of r.oaz, N'v Mexit'di
1908,
who, on November'
16,
mado
1. E. 05136 for
NE'I Sec. 25, Twp. 6 S.,
It. 29 E., and on May 10, 1909, mado
Vdd'l II. E. 017973. for Ml'. KE'i Sec.
25 Twp. G S., R. 29 E
and for WVj
N'WVi Sec. 30, Twp. 6 S R. 30 E. N. M.
P. MerlJinn, has filed notice of IntenProof, to
tion to make final three-yea- r
jstablish claim to the land above described, before W. T. CowglU, U. 8.
Commissioner, in his office, nt Kenna,
N. M on the 11th day of Sept. 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Edward
W. Jett, Lee R. Robertson, Wlljiam E.
Hlnshaw and Clyde Petlen. all of Huaz,
N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON,
A. 2
Sept. 8
Register.

1

.

Additional
018092 for RE',

ar

i

Register.

S13. .

A.9

al

l

CS

Cow-fril-

of the Intetrlor, U.

Department

ATtTHUR E. CURREN,
A. 30.
Rofrlster.

Notice for Pobllenll' 11.
(Non-co- n
I F. H. 03014 C.
8.)
riepnrtiai-nof '.be Interior. U. 8. Lor
(iff ice at Fort Sumner, N. M., June 2
1912.
NOTICE Is hereby t.lven thGladden, of Kennu. N. M
wlr) on September 21, 19D'j. made home
stead entrv No. 036:14, for Lots and 2.0
Section 3, Townshln
mid S'j NE'-S.. Eiunre 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
filed notice of Intention to make
Ins
three-yea- r
proof, lo establish cluim to
described, before W. T.
the land nbovv
U. 8. Commissioner, nt his
CovvnUI,
N. M., on the 5th day
office at Kenna.1912.
names
of .September, George Clnlmant
T.
Llttlefleld,
as witnesses:
E
h'ry,
I
and
Graves
W.
Jl.irvev
Ciiiirlio H. Wear, all of Kenna. N. M.
ARTHUR E. CURREN.

NOTICE FOR PI r)Ll CATION.
Non Coul
P. R. 04053
F. 8. 06600

19-9-

Homestead Entry No.
Section 27, Township 7 South, Rani?e
27 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
J.
has filed
notice, of intention to make final three
year Proof, to" establish claim to the
land nbove described, before II. P.
Lively. IT. S. Conimlsslonoi.
in
his office; at Elklns. N. M on the
Notice for Publication.
fNon-Cord day of Auxust, 1912.
F. 8. 05173 C. R.I
Claimant tiumes as witnesses:
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Vlo R. Hackelt, Genrife C. Cooper,
Office at Fort Sumner. N. M June 2;i
1912. NOTICE is hereby given fiat W. Henrv F. Hyman. Louis N. Todd, all
Thomas Jones, of Llston, N. M., who of Elklns, N. M. T. C.
TILLOTSON,
on March 16. 1908, made homestead en
try No. 05173,
for NWVi Section
Resistor.
Aug,-3
19
N.
M.
29
23.
I
8..
R.
July
Ranee
Townshln
Meridian, three-yehas filed notice of Intention
proof, to establish
to make
described, be
claim to the land above
IT.
T.
8. Commissioner,
W.
Cowirill.
fore
at his office at Kenna, N. M., on the
4th day of September, 1912. Claimant
NOTICE FOn PI'ni.ICATION.
names ns witnesses: John w. Sexton
F. 8. 02840
CS'
James M. Jordan, Georee A. Graves and
F. S. 07064
CS.
Henry G. Llston. all of Listen. N. M
l
ARTHUR E. CURREN.
Office at Fort Bumner, N. M., July
Register,
J. 26 A. 30
1, 191Z.
Notice is hereby given that Clarence
A. Heall.
of Ellda, N. M Who. on
December 12, 1905, mnde Homestead
Entry No. 02840, for NE'i Section 7,
and who on September 24, 1909. made
otlre for Pulillentlon.
additional homestead entrv No. 07064.
(Non-CoF. R. 03984 C. S.)
SK'l of Rectlon 7. Township 4
Department of the Interior. II. R. Land for
South. Ranrce 30 East, N. M. P. MeriOffice at Fort Sumner, N. M., June
filed notice of Intention to
dian
1912. , NOTICE is hcrobv given that make has
l
final Five Yenr proof on
William c. Wootton, of Kenna, N. M
yenr
on additional, to
and
three
who on February 19. 1907, made tiom.; ostabl'sh claim proof
above
stead entry No. 03981, fur NW'.r Sec described, beforeto W.theT. land
CoyvjrlU. U
tlon 11. Township 5 R.. liantre 30 E
Commissioner. In his office at
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
N. M., un tho 24th day of Septem- proof, to
intention to make three-yea- r
j 91 3.
establish claim to the land . above de Der.
names as witnesses:
Claimant
U. 8
scribed, before W. T.
Walter A. Urndley, Joe K. Powell
Commissioner at his office, at Kennu Alfred
D.
Elsworth O. Holmes
Stolen.
N. M. on the 41 h day of Sept., 191
New Mexico.
names as witnesses:
John all of Routo 2, Ellda, C.
Claimant
C. HENRY,
AV.
Itroeknnin, Oliver Powell, Rober
Register,
Konna Record.
L. Roiierson and Geor;;e E. Chavers,
a.
zo.
A.
ii
all of Kenna. N. M.
ARTHUR E. CURREN.
Reylster.
J. 20 A. 30
2G

Roglstor,

S13.

,

m.rc stiov.
No. 01307s

NOTicr. Fon
Oil si. No. 121S0. and Serial
Department of the Interior. U. R. Land
Office nt Roswell, New Mexico, July
15, 1912.
Notice is hereby clven that Lydla
M. RoehrlK, of Elk'.ns, N. M.. who, on
September 30, 1907, mai'.e Homestead
:ntry Serial No. uisuin, lor
Section 21, Township ? flouth, ItatiBe
28 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of Intention to make Flnnl
three year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before II.
in his
P. Lively, TJ. s. Commissioner,
office, at Elklns. N. M. on tne z;iru.
day of AuKiist, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John Hall. Florence Hall. Vlo R.
Hackctt, Fred lliiaenreid, all or i;ik- -

'

Cow-frill- ,

A9

NOTICR FOI PI llLICATIOJi.
017395.
of the Interior. V. R.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M-- July 19,
1912.
Notice Is hereby Riven mat
Marv E. 'Rurk. of Bon. N. M.. who,
on Anril 9,
made H. E. Serial No.
017395. for.SE'., Section 22. Tp. 6
ltnnrre 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
three year Proof, to establish claim
to tho land above described, before
n
U. S. Commissioner,
W. T.
bin office, at Kenna, N. M. on Pept. 13,
1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Marion O. Mills, Sidney 8. Soulre. Elizabeth V. Ci'heiin, Clmrles C. Layton,
nil of Poa7 N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON.
Kenna Record

Department

nl

Cow-Rill-

Hcasan, William K. McCormlck, all
of P.oaz, N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON
Kenna Record:

n

NOTIC E FOR PI IlI.ICATIOV.
O6022.
Department of tlio Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Rosv.ull. N. M., July 19,
1912.
Notice is hereby Klven that
Georjre It. ltenz, of Boa., N. M., wbci,
on Jan, 9, 1907, mado 11. E. 10C14, serial No. 00622. for Lots
nut B'-section 5. Tp. 7 S., Rnntro 30 10.
se4.
N. M. P. Meridian,' has filed notice of
intention to make Final Five Year
Proof to establish cluim to tbe. lar-Kbove (lscrilid, beforo W. T. C)w;;!ll,
I1.
In his office, at
S. Commissioner,
Kenna, N. M., on Kept. 13, 1912. Clulrn-an- t
names as wilnesHcs: Merlon O.
stills, William I. Johnson, -- Lee R.
William K nlcCormiok,
Juines M. Murtley, ull of
r,
all ol Robertson.
ur.d VVillium
Houa, N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON,
Record
Kenna
TU,OTHoN.
c
Register.
UejiUter.

ilLICATIOX.
NOTICE FOU
Sers. 014041.
of the Int- rlor. IT. R. Land
Office nt Roswell. N. M., Aihi.MHU,
that Emma
NOTICE Is hereby fjivc-Lee. of Hour, N. M, who on April 13 1008 mnde
H. E. MKil S,er. NoOUBII. for tho V W H See.
Adclitionnl Entrv
and on Oct. 2r. Pi )S.
S W U Section 20 Two
Serial No (war,:'j
fledr
S It'iture 31E N. M. P. Meridian, hasthree-veunnticeof intention to make final
proof, to establish cluim to the
P.
in nd above
described, before II
I. lvelv. U. H. Commissioner, in his ofllce
'dny of Sept. ItflS,
at Elkins. N. M. on the
C'laiinnnt names ns witneKfles:
H. E. 14trJ

111

SMnev S. Rnulre.
Lee. It. Kobei-Uiuii- ,

bW.N.M.
13

llo-nr-

t

,

Nctlce fur P.ulil!eatien.
(Serial No. 012155.1
Department of ibe Interior, V. R. Land
N. M., July 1, 1912.
Office nt
yoTP'E Is hereby Kiven
Georhi
A. Roberts, for tiio heirs of Kirby S.
-

Itos-wel)-,

th-i-

Davis, deceased, of
N. AI., who
1.
E. No.
on March 11, 1007. mciile
4, Twp. 7 S., II.
0U1 !., for N W Kt
33 11., N. M. P.
nohas filed five-vetice of (mention to mnke finul
proof lo
claim to t''-laud above described, before V. V.
CowirHI, 1'. S. CouimiM-ioiicr- .
In bis
nt Kenna. N. M., on the 10th thi v
of Se t., 1M2.
IMal'iiant Nnaincs ns
wltne.-ses-:
James E. Eurton, luiik
Mellrlde, LoinHii L.
ich an-:- I'ink F.
West nil of Elida, N. M.
T.
TILLOTSON.
A. 2 Sept.
Resistor,
ih-e- .

i

G

jmotipio

in.ir vricv.
rimH. 0ri4r..'.7.
f.

Mlilt

Foil
F. S.

K

1't HHP TION,

or.

OTMlfl.

I

r:

riit

MiTin;
'ell

,i;ifiv

''

NOTICE FOil
..

Non Coal

IM

TIO.

III.IP

Ktn

NOTIC'M

PI IIMOATION.

UllUll
I 't l! r :ment
)
i
r.
Department
of the Interior, IT. R.
Interior, IT, s.
of tl
Peparlment of 'hr Iiiterlor, V. S.
.it Roswell, .N.
at Fort f'miimr, N. M..
Land Offlt'iJuly
P "'.irtment
i '.
ind ofrir.,, at Friit Sumner, N. M.,
hd I.i.ioi life
1;
"
(912-July
tin- !,.'., It, 1t.
Jo. I'll:'.
I,
No.'iro i.i hereby Klv-v ' ?
Notice Is hereby ulvn
Nolle.' is hereby irlven lip;..ir(ment
that
N. ..!., .J"
office al
it,, if hM,..,h I Itivne, cf OiH-r.- ,
a i ii
: t
joij.i
i
e
a,
;t.
of Vailey View, N.
N. y...
Pun lui, fnrinerly Annl
1912.
Wblieker.
orfic
'
iTiad,-i- o
Whii, on Sept. 23,
6,
"f..
306,
6, 1912.
Keiti.-..
i
N. M., w,n. on Jun
maun Iimm'-Fteaof
NoMee Is hereby ply-tlial
t
i .:?,
011917, for WW
entry Nil. P r, 7 f.r N ; Vi . f.'i'Cun
Kt.th'o is b1r:," i.'.i n
i; i
n,
9'!t, Serial No.
Fry, of Kenna, N. M., who, n
r.ia.lc itomeKleiiil pnllv
.;. i:o:i
N. il.
22, Township r. R. Lonro 27
i:o r n April 15,
:rii. l'T .K"i. Section :!'!. 'I'ownshni
907, mud- - ilo.i-:om1
T. 6 s., itan-- 32 10..
'
j '..i'i
M. P. Meridian. .a
P. Meridian, bus filed nnlli'C of intenNo. 04H2 for KV. NW'-a
Kaiie.e 3.1
h'eirii. i
N'f. N. I'.. P. :!"l!dlan, h.is fili'd notice of
.',
n,
to picKO f lnu Five year
tion ti make Throe Year Proof, to es- nie.i ie;ii(. of ii.teiiilon to make Five Knlry No. u t,V j i .,
is, 'rvwnh!ji r. Sou'ii. i'l, t
lar-'- l
i .
clnii-- i
;sii
.,
to
e.;r.l;;ish claim to the nnd Sls'i X
ar Ti'of
tablish claim to the land above
lo.t rtit.i ,ertt'Oil,
and (,n May 1", loei,
l::.i.
n'li;;-'I",
S,
29
S
'.b.'VJ
n
ICast,
l(.
W,
No.'
i.
10.,
W.
T.
CinvuUI,
T.
befire V, T. Co .v til 1.
iona.1
.r.'i
before
and
niui'c.
rr..":'.
f..r
,
(Jon.nj'i--ion(-.rI
v
i.
!'. S.
(it his office, ul Ken
at hf.i i,flce in
Commissioner,
h'
K10
at his
!i:t & ',. N 10
vu'll. I.'. S. l':.i"in!-',!..niTand
NIViPK.,.
;:.
M., on the Pith
V '.
na, N. M., on tho tenth l;i.v cf
lay of
rCie", at i:imui, N. M., en the 1'lijj dav for N tj v N V
Section 1.!, 1 "vn.-.l:lr,.E)u:h, Uvn-( Inlmant
:. n
'i
i:
.' . 2.
f i rut t i , r
l !i
"a
I'lier,
N. M. I'. M.'ri.lv.p,
1912. Claimant names es w'I
ClMlmanl names M ", N'' I,
nr.ni''s as
!,.!
,t
4
'
v.
sen:
,.111's
flve-y.-.1.
.'I',
::.
hip
Hawkins,
II.
I,
Val
P,eori;p
s.iii'.h,
of
P. ri'tice of Intention to l;'nl;o
Smith,
Henrv
Jones, Wtlllinr
Anlre
ft,
hmso:
'
I in ii a (J. Dwell,
'. Lfti. field,
n,,. ie
n original, three year on ti.'M'.i i: :vil, ley '.'(.v, N. M.. Alvln J,', Pluck.
.!,
t
both of Olive, .N. M. Thomas A has
llasley
f;''J on
'it.,
.
y
,':'.,
I.
N.
earner,
M..
M.
O.
to
Cnvson.
View.
;.r..,),
llenrv
Proof, to eslalillsh claim to the ilad
Alfred Suntoti, both of lOlvu.
all of Kenna. N.
make
I, Pim.-i- '
M.,
11. Slack
:enna
year
of
N.
Vn!!oy
,j
on
C.
mi::,
Cow-"IIView,
adil
v.
IIKNUV,'
!:.
Charles
Ueuord
C.
above
described,
T.
before
11
ItPNRY,
a ,. e
of J:i"i:" .1, J0!k".:i, N.
II, S. Commissioner,
I'll to I I;..
Kenna Rcc'iifci
nt Ills of fie
.23. ft
ilelster. bi fiif
(.'
t Kenna,
T. C. TILLOTSO?,',
Register.
N. M., on the third day cf Keiiiui i."t..rdi
Ai s.6
' V.r. 'i'. of,' .: il !,,,t VT.
A'J- Register.
sioni
1912.
at his
Noltep fur I'lilillenllnn.
s, ,i
i
yvltnes'-'pi- :
on
rtOTIPU FDK I" I II LI PATIO .
dav
the
Ihlnl
names
as
rimnmnt
(Serial No. 014117.)
Orlif. No. 14S53.
'h'.-!e- s
."
',(
W.
Gt244.
Ayres,
's
Olnimanl
A.
John
Klmmons.
of the Interior, II. S. Land
X'.iliMiy H. Cooper. Josevh A. Conner.
Depart mcnt of the Interior,- - U. S. IVpartmcnl
'Vli It,
John Sehirek,
ii.
NT:f'M Fl)i R--I'inT.tPATtO.V.
f'ee at Roswell, N. M. July 1. 1912. Samn.'l
11 of Krntia,
McAuIr;-';.:
t.Hnd offlrp at Roswell, N. M., July VoTICK
.', ':
N. M.
017915.
(ililH
is hereby civen that llnnyan
SQj
N. M.
l!M1. Notice Im hereby given that
c. c. HKNTIY,
Listen,
Iif.l.artnierit
i'f the Interior. IT rf.
Poberts, of Kenna. N. M., who, on
;!iiin(H II. Hawkins, of Valley View, N.
JOeMia
C. I '. )!' :i v.
Pe;v;
lev.
I.nn
nt
KosweP.
li. i.l.. Julv
I'tiiie
1'eb. 21. Illi.i, made H. K. Serial No. Kenna Record
,,1. 2S
M., who, on April :tn. 11)07, made 11. 10
A. SO.
19!::.
'
f.'otico is hereby Riven that
7
fur swy S"-- . 3", Twp. 6 S., It.
6
A.
30.
Serial No. 012418, fur Lots 1 0 and
A.
N.
lOikins,
1
of
Williams,
"ivo.s
N. M. P.
loin fUM no.S.,
2 and 10 V4 NWVi
section 31, 'I'p.
21. 190S.
:i ) eliro
nia.i" II. 11.
notice von vvniiv.vnoK.
ire f inleiition to nuike final three-ea- r
33 14., N. M. I'. Meridian,
126,Ranenotice
N...
Oil
seiia!
be
for
SiOk
proof, to establish claim to the
l
;;.
land
F. S. (nr.-of I rii rcr? i
of intention to make Final
Su".
niei on May X. 1909. mad- Hddl- mil Mwvp d"tprHHd,
before W. T.
I'f.iDeiit of tan. Intei ior, U. S tlaii.'i!: II. i:. olVMu for SiVV. Section
t'
Five year Proof to establish cluini T.
(soil:.! No. :: ('.'i
U. S. Cornmi.-Floneof- 'mvEl'l,
his
in
W.
y
described,
before
the land nhovo
'I p. 7
nee,-a- t
I.T4 Office at Fort Euinnor, N.
K.ir'Kc 1:7 10.. N. M. P.
Ler.na, NT, M., on the 2'ird 1ay
DcpnrtOi'T-of the Ii.Ioilor, U. G.
.
at Ids r
Cowaill, U. S. Commissioner,
lui" f 'e.l notice of intention io
'
i!il:J. t 'a'mant names as wit
July 0, K'IS.
X. M.
Land Offifo a I
! tn:; I
office In Kenna, N. M., on the 12th nesses: Shiicn
o.'i
year Proof to
I'
K. U!cl:
Thr
Thomas
rd.
OliPmuni
"I'tl'o Is herehy iriyea !!'.1I pAYl.'i V.
day of September. 1912.
ii cieiai lo Ihe
land iibove desPink L. Clubb and James Cluhb
in 1VSTON, of (iiirnetf. Kansiis. ivho, Ml :. o lai.li
names an witnesses: Lomn L. Peach, Xeely.
:iirO,
1'. Lively. U. 8. Con- M
if.
bei'.re
N.
Dim,
k(
i.l
of
5. Pial, made hoines'.et'd
or
v liitakei',
entry
(i:',,.
f Ju'.Kon, N. M., .Foiui o.
o.
;it
i:iis'.i,nii
T. C. TILLOTSON.
hi! office in Llkln::. N.
Notice Is hereby itlven
Por. e ('!. f - v.
See. lin, nnd on Mnv sn. Mil, tr.n.le M.. oil tl'n i::iii
of Valley View, .v. M Atvtn '. Pluck, I. 19 A. 2'1
day of September.
of Wooien, N. i,:., v. e. o ;.ov. ir. i. ''ii1',i;.'f
ltesister. HiKTinnn,
tin! entry No. nor,o, forN'.M-.'- .
of Route. S, IOUda, N. M., Henry O. Cnr-oC1.:' iienni
1.
names as wi:iie-e- .
'. f
It,'.!, moiln II. M. S'V i"! V.i.
',
'!
in
Js-Kanire
. N. M. P Merld'nr.
Ti.
of Itotlle a, lOdldii, N. P.I.
V.
M.trv S.
S. Tp. 7 S, li.
Iviuinl.
Z. lo.e.
ne.1 , u Va
See.
Im l!!d notice of intention
tt!(f for riiMlrnflun.
Hpuna Record:
T. 0. TILLOTSOX.
foniakn Final :' ' r
en,v Vol i':S:;n. Csfiall C. Cil,u!:ill 1.
Nn, '.
mndo Add'l H. C.
f
roof to estahlisli clnhn toi ho hind nl,,,e ile- l.'l.l'
Oik'. Noir.iil, . (FL'rial No. 012S89.)
.
Reslnter
A2 .SB.
CM of l.ll'i""
.N. ?.t.
4: nnd s.
V.'. '(, .:
N.
!.
r
,."tli b'fore John N, Morris,
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No Record of Failure to Obtain Stand
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Summerfallow Is Best and Practically Only Method.
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Last year many of my friends re
quested an opinion from me aa to the
In Sections Where Rainfall la Rather late planting of alfalfa. At that time
I had only my own experience Wi profit
Light Conservation of Such la of
la
by, which Is that early planting
Utmost Importance Solution
much the best.
of Weed Problem.
In the meantime, however, I have
been able to accumulate aome data
It la generally agreed, I think, that from all over the dry states, and I find WOOLEN MOTOR SCARF I
NEWPORT BONNET
as the west la usually aubject to only that the percentage
of successful
a rather light rainfall which means planting after July la only about 25,
briefly "A lack of moisture," the con- while that of early planting about
servation of such la of the utmost im- April and May la about 75 or 80, FULL DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING
portance.
Experiences have found and with deep plowing probably 100
MOST USEFUL ACCESSORY.
that the summerfallow Is the best and er cent.; In fact, I have no record of
practically the only method by which any failure to obtain a Btand where
we can hold the surplus moisture of the plowing was eight Inches or more
May Be Worked In Almost Any Kind
one season over for the benefit of a and the alfalfa sowed before June.
of Wool, and In Width and Length
crop In the following season. One
plantThe best average date for the
might liken the fallow unto a reser- Ing of this legume seems to center
Desired How the Fringe
capacity of around the 20th of April, and when the
voir; the
Should Be Made.
which Is determined only by Just that ground Is wet down to a depth of two
amount of work and tillage It may re- feet or more and plowed deep, there Is
This scarf may be worked In almost
ceive, and also by doing this work little or no risk of failure. Alfalfa la any kind of wool with
a suitable book,
Just at the proper times.
peculiar In this respect; It requires also any width and length desired.
Such a fallow wfll provide at least plenty of moisture at the start, but These directions, which may easily be
a
seed and bread In the driest of
once established, no drought can kill adapted to Individual requirements.
,:yV
f
that we have experienced In the it out. The top may dry, but It will are for a scarf about 16 Inches wide
paBt twenty-fivyears. It has been bud again from the root
yards long, worked with a
and 2
said that our western system of conIf the ground la plowed deeply No. 8 bone hook, and In peacock doustant fallowing Is as hard on the aoll enough, the roots go down very quick ble knitting wool, about 12 ounces of
as If It- had been continually cropped. ly, and as soon aa It has acquired a which would be required. This Ib long
Nevertheless many old fields through
root. It Is practically out of enough to go twice round the neck
the province which have been worked danger.
and cross over the chest.
under this system are showing up
When planted In the fall on summer
Work a"chaln of 16 Inches (or width
good today, saya a writer in the Witt fallowed land, it will sometimes sucdesired), turn.
The latest summer creation, specialnlpeg Farmers Advocate.
No one ceed If the season la right, but It la
Row 1. A double crochet In every ly built for the Newport society womcan hardly dispute the fact that our very easily exterminated by cold and
en, Is in the shape of a quaint little
older soils are lacking In fiber, and drought when young and not thor stitch, turn.
Row 2. One chain to stand as first bonnet to be worn at afternoon teas
are also lacking a certain amount of oughly established. A stand of alfal
fertility, at the same time the sum fa secured by shallow plowing and a stitch of row, draw a loop through the and garden parties. The hat Is an
excuse simply for keeping the hair
merfallowlng system sets free fertll- wet season for some reason or other front or nearest top thread of the se
Ity. Just how long this may continue often peters out after a year or two. ond atltch of the prevloua row and tidy. Tbe one in the picture is of a
make a chain, leave loop on the hook lace crown, white plumes and a conwithout the addition of manure and
The young plants In the seed leaf (there will now be 2), draw a loop trasting velvet ribbon in the Ameriwill
fertilizers Is a question which
will stand a temperature of about 10
probably be only answered by actual Fahrenheit if they are covered with through the front top thread of the can beauty shade.
test and demonstration. We know that snow. Without snow, the danger next atltch; make a chain and repeat SHANTUNG FOR CHILD'S WEAR
8oila of different localities differ, that point Is about 26 degrees. The lower through each of the other stitches to
some lands will Btand crop bearing for the altitude the more cold they will end of row, keeping all the loops on
Material
a longer period than others, but com stand, and since we find that lack of tbe hooks; to work them oft draw the Coats and Frooks of byThis
of
Being Worn
Tots
wool
through
one
Are
first,
stitch
then
monsense, which is founded on fact air pressure Increases the bursting
All Agee.
and practice and not a simple matter power of frozen sap, this rule appllea wool over and draw through two at
of theory, tells us that the day must not only to alfalfa, but to all vegeta- a time to end of row. turn with one
chain.
The Shantung coat Is seen In
come;
sn our 'lands must be re-- tion.
reasted
form fastened with large
8.
Row
A
double
crochet
under
the
plenished; In the meantime so long as
As far as the different varieties of front top thread of
pearl
and having a wide colbuttons
belying
stitch
the
the fallowing system brings forth the alfalfa are concerned. It la a good Idea tween
d
Shantung with
lar
of
the
first
upright
and
second
yield It should we would consider that to try them all. On my ranch I find
faced with blue or green or rose.
we have no better method, unless we the ordinary variety does as well as stitches of previous row; , a double
crochet under the front top thread be- For babies there are sweet little Shanhave a revolution In climatic condl-tlons- any, and usually coats less.
tween the next two uprights and re- tung coats hung on a square yoke with
Some farmers are afraid to plant peat from
to end of row, working full sleeves pleated Into embroidered
I use all the manure available and alfalfa because they think their aoll
to form a cuff, a narrow band
am seeding down to grass my oldest Is not right, but there Is absolutely no also a double crochet through the very bands
stitch, taking up two threads of of the same embroidery, either
land and intend that all the land will way of testing this, except to try It end
or a contrasting shado, going
It; turn and repeat from How 2 for
take Its turn under this system, but
It can. with the help of a little ma length of scarf desired, then turn and round the neck and down one side ot
I am not going to drop the fallow un nure, be raised even on a sand bar, work
chain Into every alternate the front.
less It drops me. The system of sum- and will ultimately convert It Jnto stitch three
turn, three chain
Another wee coat has a round colmerfallowlng, combined with spring good aoll. For this reason, we need into of last row; ,
middle stitch of each chain lar edged with braid In a herringbone
and fall cultivation, la the most prac- never have any abandoned farms In loop the
design, the collar and cuffs and the
previous row; repeat from
tical method at the present time of tbe west, If we plant them to alfalfa twice ofmore;
hem of the skirt being aewn with
oft.
fasten
controlling the weed problem, which before it Is too late.
French knots.
4
Work
of
loops
rows
on
end
other
goes
with the conserva
In fertilizing weak or sandy land
As to playing things, nothing could
tion of moisture. . One cannot grow for this crop, the manure ahould be of scarf to match.
For the Fringe. Cut the wool Into well be prettier than a little frock of
weeds and conserve moisture at the harrowed In on the surface, after
lengths. Pass the hook un- smocked Shantung for smocking Is
same time. Probably weeds and plants olowlng and before planting. This
loop of the last row, fold never out of fashion and with this
der
end
tbe
are more fatal than the sun and wind darkena the color of the surface and
may be worn a sweet wee hood to
toward depleting an area of the mois diminishes the glare from the sun, four strands of the wool exactly in match with revers turned back from
ture contents, for we can prevent which will sometimes dry up the young half and draw them a short distance the face and sewn with blue
evaporation to a very great extent plants on very light colored soli by through, forming a small loop; draw
by a mulched surface or dust blanket scalding the leaves, even when there tbe eight strands right through this
loop and pull gently, drawing the knot
but weeds are working above and be Ib plenty of moisture down below.
close up to the work. Repeat this into
low the surface and keep up a contln
Alfalfa will often do better In rich each of the other loops along the end
uous pumping on the moisture supply
aoll than on a weak sandy bot- of the scarf, taking care that all the
until their maturity. The summerfal hill
tom. It will sometimes reach water knots are turned the same way.
low la conducted for the purpose of
20 feet In three or four years, and
To knot tbe fringe, take four threads
exterminating these plants and also at
Small and flat are the newest hats,
of course, will yield aa much of th first tassel and four threads of
then,
for the purpose of coaxing the seeds per acre as Irrigated alfalfa.
displaying the hair, and trimmed with
which lie In the soil to germinate,
wisps of feathers, flowers and small
that they may be killed off by the cul
bows of velvet in a fascinating mantivation; the latter purpose being per
ner.
haps the more Important of the two
Most attractive is a belt of black
to consider when we are discussing
patent leather, edged top and bottom
the advisability of summerfallowlng.
with soft white kid. The eyelets are
Many of our noxious weed seeds
white and the small white buckle is
have an abominable habit of lying
of mother ot pearl.
Teach fAe colt to eat grain and hay
dormant In the soil for all manner of
Broad hats of white linen for warm
a
on
poultry
Place the roosts for
periods until conditions are Just suit
days are trimmed often with bright
able to their particular whims, the level.
flowers or birds cut from cretonne and
Always approach a strange horst
lack of moisture and heat no doubt
flatly applied. The effect is odd and
caving much to do with this; yet at the shoulder.
pretty.
A good gardener will not be content
among wild oats, buckwheat and some
Shoes for the dressy frock are no
year.
crop
a
of the mustards a goodly proportion with ralaing one
mere trifles of lace, embroidery, broWheat and wheat screenings hava
of these seeds seem to ignore any con
cade and satin. Even the varnished
I
both been used to fatten lambs.
dition and lie over for a season. 'r
leather slipper Is now tabooed, except
Corn easily heads the Hat as th
for the street.
best single grain for fattening lambs
Lace still continues a rage of the
Bacteria for Alfalfa Soil.
ar
dropping
boards
the
Of the handsome Imported laces
Where
hour.
Alfalfa needs a certain kind of bac
made of matched lumber the Job ot
there are myriads ' of kinds and quite
teria In the aoll to give the best re cleaning
them Is easier.
as many designs. Some pretty comsults. These bacteria live on the
One pound of cotton seed meal may
binations of filet and the heavy shadroots of the plants, and give off as a
should
a
horse,
dally
but
to
ow laces are aeen on soft lingerie
It
fed
be
nitrogen
the
which the
-frocks.
plant needs. This la an example of be mixed with other feeds.
most
have
the
atrawberrles
Wild
In nature.
Stronger Chiffon 8leevea.
In the aolls where sweet clover baa delicious flavor. They are easily
With the Increasing desire for sheer
grown these bacteria are usually pres- transplanted to the garden.
sleeves and yokes an excellent chlf.
This is a good time to put a square
ent. If they are not, It Is sometimes
ton has been substituted by the maknecessary to get aoll from some field of tar paper In the bottom of each
ers for that perilous quality which
wnere auana ib growing, or lomt nest box for the benefit ot lice.
gave way with tbe slightest suggesIf your horse Is troubled with Insweat clover aoll, and scatter It over
next one, and tie them together tion of wear. This Is more readily
the alfalfa patch. This la called "In digestion have the animal clipped and the
Its teeth attended to by a veterinar about an Inch below the other knots; found In black, white and flesh color,
oculating the aoll."
tie the remaining strands of the seo-on- and will undoubtedly bring Joy to th
ian.
tassel to four of the third one, heart of the woman who has longed
vegetables just as soon as
Thin
the
Economy of Silaae.
they come up. Why give room to and repeat to end of row, being careful for but bravely denied herself the
It is claimed that two acres planted plants not needed any more than the to keep the knots quite level.
luxury of chiffon sleeves. Harper's
to corn and made Into silage will feed weeds?
Tie another row of knots an Inch be- Bazar.
eight cowa or fatten eight Bteers for
Keep the poultry buildings and low these, but this J line taking the
a longer period than the same tv.o yards properly disinfected. One pint eight strands of each tassel and tying
Novel 8crapor.
.
acres could feed one cow ir pastured,
A crumb tray and scraper In one, the
of carbolic acid in eight gallons of them together.
Fringe the other end of the scarf In tray part a deep tilted groove at tht
water makes an excellent disinfect
the same way and cut the ends level back next the handle Into which the
Dependable Cow.
ant.
with a pair of sharp scissors.
A garden should have perfect drain
crumbs are turned and kept until the
It la the cow that la always ready
and eager for food at each feeding age, for there are depressions which rowAlong each aide of the scarf work a table is finished, is one ot the new In
of double crochet, with a fur dentions which a young house wU I
time that caii be depended upon to will hoi', water; the ground occupied
i would orlM.
give a like amount of milk each day by then will be almost entirely chain ploot at every fourth atltch.
waaUA
time.
period
long
ol
a
tar

E3,

water-holdin-

TVTEAL time

Eager children!
Hungry grown-up- s
Keen
And
appetite to be appeased

.

-

sliced

Dried Beef
Creamed ot plain it nukes a dandy
diah. lt'l eay to prepare aupremi in
quality, and coat no more than ordinary

kind.

I Claw Jmn or Tina
At Every Croara

Libby, McNeill & Libby
Chicago
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BEYOND

LIMIT

OF

PATIENCE

Usee of the Telephone Will Be Apt
to Condone Mr. Buslman'a Brief
Losa of Temper.

-

ten-Inc- h

double-b-

re-ve-

self-color-

hand-ln-han-

He was Just about exasperated with
the telephone, was Mr. Buslman.
Ten times that morning he had
tried to get on to a number, and each
time something had prevented him
from speaking.
Either it was "number engaged," or the person he wanted to apeak to was out, or else he
had been suddenly cut off.
At last
be got through.
"Hallo!" eald he. "Is Mr. X. there?"
"Yes," replied a voice. "Do you,
want to speak to hlmT"
Back
That was the last " straw.
came the reply in Icy tones:
"Oh, not Nothing of the sort.
I
merely rung up to hand him a cigar I"
The New Sport.
"These here New Yorkers la bound
to have their sports, I see," said Uncle
Silas.
"In what way?" asked the boarder.
"Why," said Uncle Silas "sence
they've gone
they give up hoss-raciIn heavy fer the turkey trot. Don't
seem to me's if thet would be very
excltln'." Harper's Weekly.
A Bad Break.
Slasher Been In a fight?
Masher No. I tried to flirt with a
pietty suffragette. Judge.
A Skeptic.
"Do you believe in ghosts, Willie?"
"X7V
nnf nnlAan I'm nlnnj. In 4m
dark."

FAMILY RUNT
Kansas Man 8aya Coffee Made Him

That

24-In-

forget-me-not-

Fashioris

III fft

.

d

Fgricii

s.

"Coffee has been used in our family
of eleven father, mother, five sons
and tour daughters for thirty years.
I am the eldest of the boys and have
always been considered the runt of the
family and a coffee toper.
"I continued to drink it for years until I grew to be a man, and. then I
found I had stomach trouble, nervous
headaches, poor circulation, was unable to do a full day's work, took medicine for this, that and tbe other thing,
without the least benefit. In fact I
only weighed 116 when I was 28.
"Then I changed from coffee to Pos-tubeing the first one in our family
to do so. I noticed, as did the rest of
the family, that I was surely gaining
strength and flesh. Shortly after I
was visiting my cousin who said, 'You
look so much better you're getting
fat."

"At breakfast his wife passed me
a cup of coffee, as she knew I was always such a coffee drinker, but I said,
'No, thank you.'
'"What I ' said my cousin, "you Quit
coffee? What do you drink?'
"'Postum,' I said, 'or water, and I
am well.' They did not know what
Postum was, but my cousin had stomach trouble and could not sleep at
night from drinking coffee three times
a day. He was glad to learn about
Postum, but said he never knew coffee would hurt anyone." (Tea is Just
as Injurious as coffee because it contains caffeine, the same drug found
in coffee.)
"After understanding my condition
and how I got well he knew what to
do for himself. He discovered that
coffee was the cause of his trouble as
he never used tobacco or anything else
of the kind. You should see the change
In him now. We both believe that It
persons who suffer from coffee drinking would stop and use Postum they
could build back to health and happiness." Name given by Postum Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
"There's a reason." Read the little
book, "The Road to Wellvllle," In pkgs.
Ever read the above letter. A new
one appear from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
Interest.
Ever rea4 the abore letter A saw
on appeare from tlma to time. Thar
are eoulna, true, ud lull e kuoa
lataxeaU

ssrooniifiG
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NATIONAL

VENTION

PROGRESSIVE
IN CHICAGO

CON-

RESEM-

BLES LOVE FEAST.

WHERE DOCTORS
FAILED TO HELP
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Restored
Mrs. Green's Health
Her Own Statement.

Covington, Mo. "Your medicine has
done me mora good than all the doc
Governor of California May Be Named
tor s medicines. At
every monthly period
Roosevelt's Running Mate
I bad to stay in bed
Beverldge Booked for Perma.
four days because of
hemorrhages, and
nent Chairman National
my back was so weak
Committee Named.
I could hardly walk.
I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Chicago, Aug 5. The first session
fflm.
of the first convention of the new Propound and now I can
gressive party was held in the ColivC" stay up and do my
seum today, and while the setting was
fr? -- I work. I think It is
attended by all of the usual ceremony the best medicine on earth for women."
and paraphernalia of a national politMrs. Jennih Green, Covington, Ma.
ical gathering, the actual proceedings
How Mrs. Cline Avoided
so far have suggested a love feast.
Operation.
The question of negro representaBrownsville, Ind. "I can say that
tion from the south had caused friction In the national committee, but Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
there was no echo of this fight on the has done me more good than anything
floor of the convention.
Tho dele- else. One doctor said I must be operagates were at times explosive in their ted upon for a serious female trouble
and that nothing could help me but an
enthusiasm. Many of the state delega- operation.
tions came Into the hall singing and
"I had hemorrhages and at times
shouting In their delight at the birth could
not get any medicine to Btop them,
of the new party, and three hours lat- I got in such a weak condition that I would
er left the building In the same happy have died if I had not got relief soon.
frame of mind.
"Several women who had taken your
Although green hands were suppos- Compound, told m to try it and I did
ed to be at the helm, the machinery of and found it to be the right medicine to
the convention worked smoothly and build up the system and overcome
efficiently. There was no roll call of female troubles.
" I am now in great deal better health
delegates, but' the delegation of the
floor arranged in the same manneras than I ever expected to be, so I think I
the Republican national convention a ought to thank you for It.' Mrs. O. M.
few weeks ago and accommodating Clink, S. Main St., Brownsville, Ind.
nearly 1,100 people was entirely filled.
T'T.Ji
The alternuate section also had its full
quota. There was not the same crush
of spectators today as at the Republican gathering, but when the proetlmulata the torpid liver, strengthen the
or rani, reiulate the bowel. A rem'
ceedings began the galleries had few dlgeative
dy lor sick headache.
Unequaled
an
empty seats. The convention leaders
MEDICINE.
were enthusiastic tonight over the
showing made in the Coliseum today Elegantly auger coated. Small doae. Price, 25c
and made the claim that no better
looking, more substantial set of deleUP TO HIM.
gates was ever seen on the floor of
a national political convention.
VAD-Atthl-

flffs Pillo

ANTI-BILIO-
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Progressive Committee.
Chicago, Aug. 5 The new national
committee of the Progressive party
which takes place of the provisional
committee In charge up to this tliu$,
wag named by the various state delegations today. The membership of the
new committee are:
Joseph Thompson, Alabama; J. F.
Cleaveland, Arizona; H. K. Cochran,
Arkansas; Chester H. Rowell, California; B. R. Lindsley, Colorado; Jos. W.
Alzoh, Connecticut; Louis A. Drexler,
Delaware; C. W. McClure, Georgia; P.
M. Smock, Idaho; Rudolph G. Leeds,
Indiana; John L Stevens, Iowa; Wra.
M.
Allen White, Kansas; Leslie
Kentucky; Pearln
Wight,
Coombs,
Louisiana; Albert P. Gardner, Maine;
Matthew Hale, Massachusetts; E. C.
Carrlngton, Jr., Maryland; Henry M.
Wallace, Michigan; Milton C. Purdy,
Minnesota; Win. H. Walker, Missouri;
B F. Fridge, Mississippi; Joseph M.
NeDixon, Montana: Nathan Men-lambraska; P. L. Flannlgan,
Nevada;
Win, S. Savaccool, New Hampshire;
John Franklin Fort, New Jersey; Miguel A. Otero, New Mexico; J. N.
Williamson, North Carolina; A. Y.
More, North Dakota; John J. Sullivan,
Ohio; George C. Priestly, Oklahoma;
H. W. Coe, Oregon; Edwin F. Tuttle,
Rhode Island; R. S. Vessey, South Dakota; G. Thomas Tyler, Tennessee;
M. Helner,
Cecil
A. Lyon, Texas;
Utah; Thomas Lee Moore, Virginia;
Charles H. Thompson, Vermont; H.
F. Cochems, Wisconsin; Robert D.
Carrey, Wyoming; N. M. O. Dawson,
West Virginia.
from Illinois,
The committeemen
New York, Pennsylvania and Washington have not been named toulght
,

w--

'

PROOF P08ITIVE.

THE BANDMASTER GOING

WHY COWS STOOD

Dewey,

state

librarian

of New York, said recently that libraries would do well to furnish free mujust as
sic rolls for player-pianothey now furnish books.
"In Toledo," said Dr. Dewey the
other day, "my project has been lately inaugurated.
It will accomplish
much for the musical art."
Then, apropos of muslo and ignorance, Dr. Dewey told a story.
"A certain governor," he said, "was
being lunched at a seaside town. During the repast the local band played
on the beach outside the hotel. The
drum was in charge of a blacksmith,
and be beat it so reasonably that at
last this message was sent out:
" 'The governor requests the drummer to desist.'
"The bandmaster was puczled by
this message for a moment; then his
face brightened in a smile, and he
"
said:
"'More drum, Joe; the governor
likes If "
He Was Willing to Work.
The Democratic members of the
house of representatives have beea
besieged ever by a horde of office
seekers, willing to serve their country.
"It is refreshing," said one representative In discussing the office question, "to hear of an aspirant for public office who frankly admits his ambition, yet disdains to seek a position
in which he will have nothing to do
but to draw his salary.
"Two wayside pilgrims were talking
over things when one of them aBked:
" 'Dick, you ain't
after
no government place, are ye?'
" 'I don't mind sayln' I'd take one
of 'em ef I could git it,' responded the
other, 'but I don't want no job that's
all fat. I'm wlllln' to earn my wages.'
" 'An' what sort o' Job would be
about your size?'
" 'Well, I'd like to fill fountain pens
fur some assistant secretary of the
treasury.' " Judge.
Red Cross 8eals Being Printed.

million Red Cross
seals are now being printed for the
holiday sale of these
stickers for 1912. The National Association for the Study and Prevention
of Tuberculosis, which in
with the American Red Cress will conduct the sale, makes this announcement and states further that the outlook this year is bright for a higher
sale than ever before.
The seal this year Is said to be the
best of Us kind that the Red Cross
has ever Issued. The design is in
three colors, red, green and gray. A
Santa Claus head In the three colors
is shown in the center surrouiided by
holly wreaths. In each corner is a
small red cross. The seal bears the
greeting. Merry Christmas, Happy
New Year, American Red Cross, 1912."
Seventy-fiv- e

Works In the Qarden Now.
Grown old in the service of his master and mistress, James was a privileged retainer.
He was waiting at table one day,
when a guest politely asked for a fish
"Mummy, what yo' goln' to gib ma fork. Strangely enough, the request
on man blrfday?"
was Ignored.
"Nuffln' if yo's good, chile."
Then the hostess noticed the episode and remarked In a most peremp"Exclamatory" Was Right
tory manner:
Mrs. Mason's colored washerwoman,
"James, Mrs. Jones hasn't a fish
Martha, was complaining of her hus fork: Oet her one at once!"
band's health.
"Madam," came the emphatic reply,
"Why, 1b he sick, Martha?" asked "last time Mrs. Jones dined here we
Mrs. Mason.
lost a fish fork." .
"Ho's ve'y po'ly, ma'am, po'ly," anJames hag now been relegated to
swered the woman. "He's got the ex- the garden.
clamatory rheumatism."
"You mean inflammatory, Martha,"
Congratulated.
said the patron. "Exclamatory means
Prize Fighter (entering school with
cry
to
out."
his son) You give this boy o mine
"Yes, ma'am," replied Martha, with a thrashin' yesterday, didn't you?
conviction; "dat's what it is. He hoi
Schoolmaster (very nervous) Well
lers all the time." Judge.
I er perhaps-Pr- ize
Fighter Well, give us your
Important o Mother
'and; you're a champion. I can't do
every
bottle of
Examine carefully
with 'im myself. Punch.
CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy for nothln'
aee
that it
Infants and children, and
By Experiment,
Bears the
"What was your little boy crying
Signature of
about last evening?" "Over his lesson
In Use For Over 30 Years.
In natural history. "A child of that
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria age studying natural history? You
astonish mel" "It's so, Just the same.
He waa learning the difference ' beInstance..
tween a wasp and a fly."
Knlcker Do you use labor-savindevices?
Too Sleepy.
Bocker Yes, a fishing pole will prePhysician What can I do for you?
vent you from having to take up the
Patient My foot gets asleep often
carpet.
and I want something to give It
And many a father loses all interest in the prohibition movement when
A man spends a good portion of his
the baby cries for water at 2 a. m.
time deceiving himself, and a woman
A free thinker is a man who Isn't spends a good portion of hers before
a mirror. It's the same thing.
married.

In a north of England town there
was a shiftless man who would never
accept gifts outright, although he was
always depending on charity, Bays Al
Priddy in his book.
"Through the
Mill," relates the Youth's Companion.
He painted landscapes, and my aunt,
when benevolently inclined, would
hire him to decorate our walls with
rural scenes, highly colored In glaring
tints, as If nature had turned color
blind. Not one stood on the vivid
green hills.
"Jorvey," she remarked to the old
man, "why do you always put the cows
In the water?"
"It's this way, Mrs. Brlndln," the old
iironsou There's something very artist responded. "You see, ma'am, I
never learned to paint hoofs."
small about that man. Masson.
Woodson What's the matter with
him?.
When a young man tells a girl she
Bronson Why, he loaned me a gar- is the only one he ever loved it's up
den hose that needed mending.
to her to tell him to go and get a
FACE

A

SIGHT WITH TETTER

It's difficult for a man to be upright
Moberly, Mo. "My trouble began after he is down and out.
with a small pimple on the left side of
There am Imitation, don't be fooled.
my face and it spread all over my Ask
for LEWIS' SinirlB Binder cigar, 5c
scarmy
be
would
to
neck.
face and
It
A
smooth man is liable to be
My
face
let red when I got warm.
was a sight. It looked very unpleasant, and it felfe uncomfortable. My
face was something awful; It Just kept
Q
Q Q Kssa
me in agony all the time. Some said
it was tetter, and some said it was
that awful eczema, but I rather think
It was tetter. I had been troubled
with, it for about two years and tried
many remedies, but got no relief until II
0
TRY A BOTTLE OF
I used Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
"When I would wash my face with
the Cutlcura Soap and apply the Cutlcura Ointment It would cool my skin
and draw great big drops of matter
out of the skin. You would think I
was sweating; it would run down my
face Just as though I had washed it.
It itched and smarted and I suffered
In the day time most I used the Cutlcura Soap and Cutlcura Ointment for
a month and I was cured of it" (SignIt acts directly on
D
ed) Mrs. J. Brooksher, April 15, 1912.
the Stomach, Liver
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
andBowels stimthroughout the world. Sample of each
ulates them in the
.
free, with
Skin Book. Address
B
proper performpost-car"Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."
ance of their duties
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Telling the Truth.
On little Arthur's birthday, he received a present of a very large furry
toy monkey.
Two days later, his father found it
lying in a corner with both eyes miss-

a

keeps the bowels free from Constipation
assists
digestion and
REALLY

H

YOU

KEEPS

I

WELL

ing.
"My boy," asked father, more in sor-

row than in anger, "why have you
spoiled that beautiful monkey by pulling its eyes out?"
"Didn't," replied Arthur briefly.
"Don't tell any untruths," snorted
father, more in anger than tn sorrow,
Why did you
"or I'll punish you!
pull the monkey's eyes out?"
"Didn't!" repeated little Arthur defiantly. Then he hurried on, as father
took off his slipper. "I I pushed them

in!"
Real Problem.
"Do you think we can defeat this

man?" asked the campaign manager.
"Yes," replied Senator Sorghum,
"but I won't be satisfied with that.
What I want to hand him is some
kind of a defeat that he won't be able
to use as a personal advertisement
for future business."
in Practice.
Husband Your extravagance is awful. When I die you'll probably have
to beg.
Wife Well, I should be better off
than some poor woman who never had
any practice. London Opinion.
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THOMPSONS
?EYE WATER

JOHN L THOMPSON SON
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FARM BARGAINS

Eph Wiley says be has noticed that For sale or trade. Can matfta anything, any
the man with a long chin Is the one where. LATHAM IX) RE, WICHITA, KAN 8.
niott likely to accentuate it by wearBUY GOOD LAKD 8.!nTtflr:r,VSS
ing whiskers.
Tropical
Wrlt fur Information.
MEXSoothlnf Sjrup for Children
teething, aofteos the guma, reducee la flam in
allay, pain, ourea wind colio. Sio a bottle.
Mrs. Wlnelow'a

Not every fortune hunter
shot.

Is
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EVERY CHILD SHOULD HAVE THE

Faultless Starch Twin Dolls
MIm Lilly WliU

Miss PWoeU

Priu.

will ne the heat etaroh made both of those
If
rag70a
do) I, each 121-- Inches high and ready to out out
end sjiuff. will be merit to ear
poatpid, on r- eeiptof mix fremtaof 10 rent Fu)tlem mrt-- pokar
or twelve fronte of 6 oeat raultleaa Starch twekatf
end 8 cent 11 aUmpe to oarer pootatie and
Or either doll will be eent on receipt of three 10 oeoi
fronts or els 6 peat fronte end 4 cent In rtamp. Cut
out tjile ed. It will be ocpted 1a yiavue uX one K)
oeat Croat, or two 6 cent front.

FAULTLESS STARCH CO., ftUaaaa City, Ma.
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Artistic Limitations ' Responsible for
Characteristic Attitude of the
Humble Bovine.

Governor 8uffered Because Hie Re-- ,
quest Was Not Couched In Plain
Enough Language.
Mr. Melvll

JOHNSON FOR

Slate Is Named.
Chicago, Aug. 5. For vice president
Governor Hiram W. Johnson of Calipermanent chairman,
For
fornia.
Judge
Beveridge.
This slate was virtually agreed to
by National Progressive leaders tonight and met with the approval of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt. The col.
onel endorsed strongly the suggestion
that Beveridge be recommended for
permanent chairman.
In regard to
the vice presidential nomination he
took the position that it was for the
convention to decide whom It should
nominate and that he would make no
suggestions. He let it be known, however, that if the convention should decide upon Governor Johnson the selection would meet with his approval.
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LITTLE NEW MEXICO ITEMS.

HAPPENINGS
I

UNCLE

OF

AVIATORS

BUSY

SAM'S

ARMY

Minor Occurrences of Mor"i Than Ordinary Interest.
Western NewsDKper Union Newi Servlc.
The New Mexico Chautauqua opened

N

NEW MEXICO

at Mountalnair July

25.

Carloads of peaches are being
shipped from La Huerta.
Artesla-ha- s
2,000 inhabitants. Recording to the latest count.
The Farmlngton canning factory Is
o'v operating at full capacity.
The Taos County Institute was at
tended by nearly a hundred teachers.
Rev. W. A. Dawson has resigned as
pastor of the Christian church of

Writirn Newipapcr Union Ntwi Servlc.
Taos Tax Rate $2.30.
Taos. The Board of County Commissioners fixed the tax rate at their
meeting recently at $2.30 on the $100.
David Perry Killed by Lightning.
Folsom. While working on the
farm of Q. W. Guyer. David Perry,
twenty-six- ,
was killed Instantly by
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black bear was killed recently by
Wyly Rains, who lives Just below Pine
Lodge.
Militia Goes to California.
tr
More than sixty teachers attended
Santa F6. The- New Mexico militia, the Roosevelt County Normal Insti- s
II
i
or rather six companies of It, will go tute at Portales.
I
to California In September and estabAt Maxwell several new homes have
where
camp
lish
at San Francisco,
"'-"'
been completed recently and many
"if
they will take part In maneuvers with more are planned.
the standing army.
The protracted drouth In tho vicin
ity of Dexter has been broken, good
rains having fallen over that section.
Judge Sidney M. Parker Dead.
WAW55yV . ffi.rEUriO:iGRJlN0HfSINBTIilCra& UKlt. THOMAS tf(llto)'
Cl
Complaints are being made that
Alamogordo. Judge Sidney M. Parker, for many years United States com- some of those who are fishing in the
this month the aviation squad will ,be given a chance
maneuvers In New England
,
nURING the annualcanarmy
W
mission In this city and a pioneer res- state are using questionable means to
."- -A
4VAlltlff
wuuB r nAflao in me way oia recouuoiieriug, uuuJ Iiu KAna ..((nil tnm tVi
av
i" A
wnat
to
show
It
ident of New Mexico, died recently. secure fish.
have been very busy at the army aviation grounds at College park, near Washington. Every pleasant afterJudge Parker was one of the men who
The Woman's Club of Albuquerque
noon ther make trial flights and execute maneuvers, using the latest models of aeroplanes.
had done much to upbuild New Mexi- has offered prizes aggregating $25 for
co, and particularly that section of th3 the child that will swat the most flies
state near Alamogordo.
OOTLEGGER HAS NEW METHOD ARCHBALD TRIAL IS POSTPONED FOR FULL TICKET IN MISSOURI
during the season.
The Cox lumber mill, twelve miles
After Long Fight for Immediate Ac-- east of Taos is operating regularly OKLAHOMA MAN HAS AUTHOR
Belen Flour Mill Operating.
PROGRESSIVES TO HAVE CANDItion, Request of Accused Judge
and orders are being received for all
DATES FOR ALL OFFICES.
for Delay is Granted.
ITIES GUESSING.
Belen. The extensive repairs whjch the products they can turn out.
have been under way at the Belen roller
R. B. Spikes of Albuquerue has in
Washington, D. C The trial of After Long Debate Question It Demills during the past few weeks are
Operates With Trained Mule to Get
now completed, and the equipment has vented an attachment for regulating
Judge
Robert W. Archbald of the
cided and First Convention of
Liquor From Wet Into Dry
been put Into operation. Many new the power of automobiles, the effect
United
States commerce court, on imNew Party Adjourns.
Territory.
cent,
per
25
75
save
being
to
to
from
pieces of equipment, have been addel
peachment proceedings brought by the
by
this year, making the mill much more of the gas.
Muskogee, Oklahoma. What can house of representatives, was set
City, Mo. Rejecting all
Kansas
Two months after the death of her
efficient than it has been previously,
open
Tuesday,
to
December
the
senate
United States do with a trained
and making It possible to do better husband, Mrs. Juanita Domlnguez died the
3, the second day of the next regular compromises, the Progressive convenmule which goes across the line
tion voted for a full ticket In Missouri
work.
at Santa F6 of what is declared to pack
session of congress. The postponehave been a broken heart She was of old Indian territory, gets his pack ment of the case came after a long from governor to constable.
loaded with liquor and then returns
After three hours' of debate that
sixty-twyears old.
New Court House for Dona Ana.
across the line delivering the liquor fight to iiave an immediate trial as de- part of the resolution offered providPorfect harvest weather Is making to regular customers?
sired by the house of representatives.
Las Cruces. Dona Ana county will It possible for the farmers to push the
The house managers, who brought ing for a congressional ticket In every
That is the problem the United charges
have a magnificent and commodious gathering of their bumper wheat crop
of misconduct against Judge district was adopted by acclamation.
Previously the convention had voted
office building for the accommodation All of the grain has been cut and States district attorney at Muskogee Archbald, demanded that the trial open
of the county officers, assessor and threshing has commenced in many lo- Is facing. He has just received in- next Wednesday. Judge Archbald, on roll call, 308 to 70, to reject an
formation that there Is such a mule
treasurer, and suitable valuts for the calities.
, amendment leaving the question of
doing a regular bootlegging business through his attorney, A. S. Worthing-ton- putting up candidates for congress to
preservation of county records.
presented to the senate a formal
The mining Interests in the Florida and his owner, whoever he is, is getbe decided by the districts.
Plans are now being drawn under and Tres Hermanas mountains lying
Octorich. Nobody knows who loads request tnat It be deferred until
The same action followed with rethe direction of the County Commis only a few miles north and northwest ting
15 on the ground that his case
ber
to the remaining part of the
gard
sioners for an office building adjoin' of Columbus are now receiving consid the mule, nor does anyone know to could not be prepared
before that
resolution providing for county ticklng the court house, on the court erable attention and a quantity of ore whom the mule delivers the money.
sessecret
two
time.
in
After
hours
The mule is sent across the line
ets.
house grounds. The building will be Is being taken out.
from old Indian territory and some- sion the senate, by a vote of 44 to 19,
Without a roll call the convention
well equipped for the offices of the
upon
postponement
determined
the
slayer
of
Alonso
.
Pedro Madrid,
county officials and will accommodate Beall, sheep rancher, has been located body loads bis packs. He is turned
decided that every county In the state
loose
and starts back. He stops at
should put up a local ticket, and the
the treasurer's and assessor's offices. in the Capitan mountains west of Ros-wecertain farm houses and the farmer
WOUNDED IN CIRCUS RIOT state central committee was Instructwhich are now up town.
and county officials and a posse takes out his bottle of liquor and THREE
ed to call county conventions and orare closing in or him. Madrid's trail drops the money into
pack. That Attempt of Threshing Crew to Slip ganize county committees for that
the
has been followed for a week.
is kept up until the mule reaches
To Build Roads and Bridges.
purpose.
Under Tent at Anthony, Kan.,
More than 3,700 children of school home, wherever that Is. The owner
bridge
Serious
Disturbance.
There Is no closure In the ProgresStarts
East Las Vegas. Road and
age In New Mexico did not attend
sive convention, and every delegate
building is being undertaken in Sah Bchol anywhere, and thirty per cent, of the mule shifts around so much that
Wichita, Kan. City Marshal Brant who desired to speak had the chance
Miguel county on a wholesale scale of them did not attend as much as so far it has been Impossible to get
and Las Vegas expects to, profit by the three months, during the school year definite information either as to his of Anthony, In trying to prevent a to be heard.
owner or the person who supplies the threshing crew going under a circus
business that will be of
Increased
The convention closed with prayer
according to State Su- liquor across the line. But the mule
tent, encountered opposition In Ernest by the Rev. J. M. Cromer of Kansas
brought here with Improved traffic perintendent White.
seems to know his business and Is Lear, a brawny young man, who City.
conditions for the farmers, since the
c
B. M. Wilkerson, driver of the 111
making hie master rich, according to grabbed
county commissioners have authorized
the marshal's automatic
The delegates, wtth heads bowed,
thirteen'
in
which
automobile
fated
the
information
of
at
office
the
the
dis
Villanueva,
bridges
at
pistol
fought
of
when he drew it, and
repeated the Lord's prayer.
the erection
Lorene Whiteman met her trict attorney. The mule is operating him. the weapon was discharged.
Azul and Pecos, and construction year-olAfter resolutions had been adopted
injuries
from
Roswell,
died
at
death
across
the line between Creek and slightly wounding Lear, penetrating thanking the Kansas City and St.
work upon the new Canon del Agua
a
with
fallen
in
the
collision
Payne counties, the former being In- the hand of his brother, Philip Lear, Louis newspapers for their Impartial
highway, which will open up a large received
amount of country to the south and tree. This makes the second fatality side the old Indian territory, and the and lodging In George Taylor's left reports of the convention, and Judge
as a result of the accident. The four latter outside in old Oklanoma terri- thigh, making a wound that may com- Nortonl
east of this city Is about one-hafor his work as chairman,
other persons Injured will recover.
tory, where the federal prohibition law pel the amputation of the leg.
completed.
and the secretaries for their work.
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad does not apply.
Lear took the pistol from the mar- Judge Nortonl declared:
has begun the shipment of an extra
shal
and beat him severely over the
"This memorable and historic conAttorney Makes Tax Ruling.
supply of refrigerator cars Into the WOMAN HELPED ROB A RAILROAD head and' then disappeared. The riot vention is adjourned."
Farmlngton.
General
Aztec. Assessor McCoy, of San fruit district at
almost broke up the clrcsu.
The band played "God Be With You
Juan county, wired the district attor Manager E. L. Brown, In a letter to Held Agent at Bay With Dagger
Till We Meet Again," while the deleney regarding the failure of the Legis the state corporation commission of
gates marched out of the hall.
While Male Partner Broke Open
MOTOR CAR PLUNGED OFF BRIDGE
lature to pass a law exempting beads New Mexico, states that the road wBl
When. the convention adjourned it
Box.
Cash
im
every
the
handle
effort
of families $200 of taxable property make
had nominated presidential
electors
Wichita Dealer Dashed to Death instructed to vote for Theodore Rooseand asked for advice as to revising the mense lu'it crop witnout loss to snipDenver,
Colorado.
A
dressed
well
When Auto Crashed Into Stream
tax rolls of the county. The assessor pers.
velt for president.
It had elected
young woman with a .dagger held an
25 Feet Below.
has his rolls completed, and has al
The farmers of the Otis district employe at the Moffat railroad station
delegates to the national convention
exemption
to
all
$200
lowed the former
have perfected an organization of lo
of the Progressive party In Chicago
qualified. District Attorney Reed re cal capital for the purpose of starting at bay while a man companion rifled
Wichita, Kansas. Bert Richards, a August 5, Instructed to vote for his
box
the
telephone
cash
in
the
booth.
motor car dealer of this city, was nomination.
plied that the rolls should be certified a creamery in the district named. Thj
It had selected a state
O. H. Holtz, night ticket agent at
to the Btate auditor as they have been capital- stock of the new company is
killed at a bridge over Rock creek central committee, which is to orgamade out, allowing the exemption $5,000 and articles of . incorporation the station, heard the burglar alarm when the car In which he was driving nize the Progressive party In Missouri
The state constitution on this matter will shortly be filed in Santa Fe. All and rushed around to the waiting plunged through the railing of a and place the names
of Its candidates
provides that the Legislature "may
the stock of the company has been room. As he entered the door the bridge and into the stream 25 feet on the ballots. It had adopted resolubrandishing
dagger, below. The car was driven by H. C.
a
The subscribed by farmers living in tho woman,
by law, allow $200 exemption.
tions in the spirit of Roosevelt's declashouted:
Legislature failed to act.
Whalen of this city and C. A. Wag- rations for social and industrial jusOtis district.
"Stay where you are or I'll cut your ner of Wichita was in the car.
Las Vegas has' been denied water
tice and adopted a declaration of prinout."
The car struck the winding approach ciples that placed it squarely In line
Pueblos Are American Citizens.
for municipal purposes pending settle heart
man
then
Just
the
the
smashed
too
bridge
coming
a
fast,
to
down
the
Santa Fe The opinion, reported ment of a controversy between the money receptacle and nickels and
with the Roosevelt program.
That
Rome days ago whereby Judge Pope of City Council and the Aqua Pura Com dimes were scattered over the floor. steep hill. The car plunged through declaration even Included an Indorse
gas
pipe
was
rail.
the
Richards
about
pany
pay,
as
to
city
rate
the
the
shall
case
in
of
the
the
the federal bench
ment of suffrage for women.
The man gathered them in his cap 36 years old and married.
United States vs. Sandoval, an action The mayor threatens to force the com' and he and the woman fled.
pany
to give the city free water and
brought to prevent the sale of liquor
Urge Steel Workers to Organize.
To the Orient for Evidence.
to Indians, held that the Pueblo In the president of the water company
Washington, D. C. On the heels
To Give Refugees $100,000.
San Francisco, Cal. Peyton Gordon,
any
such'
attempt
promises
to
meet
Indians
considered
not
be
diens could
Washington, D. C The destitution of the Stanley steel committee's re- special assistant to the United States
as they were American citizens and with a refusal of water for fire pr
of
American refugees from Mexico, port denouncing conditions under attorney general, will sail from here
entitled to all the privileges there- tectfon.
now quartered at El Paso, resulted which, It is said, the underpaid, over on the liner Shenvo Maru for the
of, has been filed and an appeal may
C.
Game Warden Trinidad
de Baca in the passage by the senate of a reso worked employes of the steel trust Orient, to seek evidence in the govbe taken by the government.
of Santa F6 returned recently from a lution authorizing the war department toll, the American Federation of La- ernment's case against James R. Hopweek spent In Colfax county looking to spend $100,000 in transporting them bor issued a call to those workers kins, an Importer of St. Joseph, Mo.
after game conditions there. Colfax to such places in the United States as urging that they unionize.
President Appoint Postmasters,
The Importer was sued for $130,000,
President Taft has has lots of game according to Mr, they wish to reach. The measure was
Washington.
the charge being made that for two
transmitted to the Senate nominations Baca, especially deer, but he Is of the presented by Senator: Bailey and
years he had undervalued large imTaft Crank to Asylum.
of the following New Mexico postmaa opinion that the present law is too lax passed after a brief debate.
Washington, D. C Edward W, portations of silk, matting and pottery.
allow
to
multiply
they
Alamogordo
as
the deer to
Tomey, arrested at the White house
ter: John Hawkins,
should. The der season Is forty-fivRobert W. H. Hopkins, Albuquerque
recently when he attempted to see
To Clean Up New York.
Arrest Two Bank Robbers.
John Becker, Belen; George W. Chand' days long and he Is of the opinion that
New York, N. Y. The rev elations President Taft, was adjudged insane
Washington, Kansas. Frank Miller,
protect
long
properly
It
too
to
is
Bradford,
L.
George
the
Cimarron;
ler.
of the Rosenthal murder case, pointing and sent to the government Insane also known as Frank Jackson and
Dawson; Fred O. Blood, East Las Ve animals. The wild turkey season is to the exUtence of a system of police hospital.
George Cole, alBO known as George
gas Ignaclo Lopez, Las Vegas; John even longer, and the" two are usually blackmail levied upon Illegal resorts,
Bates, were arrested in Arkansas by
8. MacTavish, Magdaiena; Artnur a found In the same localities and be prompted leading citizens to Issue a
Cruiser to Nicaragua.
Detective Searles on the charge of
Rockefeller, RoBwell; Joseph McQull thinks that not a few shortsighted call for a mass meeting at Cooper
Washington, D. C The cruiser Ta robbing the state bank at Hanover,
a
will
a
out
hunters
Socorro
KIttrell,
take
shot
deer
at
Ian. San Marclal; E.
Union next week to adopt plans "to coma was ordered from Quanlanamo Kan., some time ego.
Louis Garcia, Springer; Spencer Har- of season under the Impression that it make effective the public demand for to Bluefields, Nicaragua, to protect been on their trail ever Searles has
since the robdie, Vaughn; Piodad Medina, Wagon Is a turkty.
the observance of law aud order In American interests there in the revo bery occurred. The men were lodged
u.
U
Many
Eatancia;
Important
Porter,
being
are
land sales
Mound; J. P.
lution which li reported spreading.
Vhls city."
la Jail here,
made la the Carlsbad sroiecL
prricer, Raton.
A
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